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INTRODUCTION 

As Ilan Stavans said, languages do not exist in a vacuum 1  and their 

development is often dictated by language contact. Whenever different 

civilisations and cultures meet, they exchange concepts and ideas, as well as 

words to express them. For millennia, language contact has played a fundamental 

role in the shaping of cultures.  

Starting with the emergence of the British Empire during colonisation era, the 

English language assumed the role of the new lingua franca of trade and 

administration, linking people of different cultures and mother tongues2. Prestige 

associated with foreign language fluency led to the emergence of English-

speaking elites in colonised countries. After the Second World War, it was the 

United States who took up the baton of spreading the English language – first 

through trade, business and science, and in modern times – through the soft 

power of popular culture, music and television. 

The dawn of the digital era brought about an unprecedented kind of civi-

lisation clash. Since the last decades of the 20th century, English has dominated 

another space – the Internet. This medium of globalised communication provided 

a new territory for language contact to take place.  

Netizens, the first recipients of this contact, became authorities and experts in 

the new vernacular. They set into motion the process of loanword naturalisation, 

similarly to English-speaking elites in societies affected by language contact. 

Gradually, Internet-derived slang based on borrowings and calques gained an 

increasingly wide global audience, and even started seeping into offline day-to-

day interactions. 

The question of English as a global language in the Internet space is an 

interesting area for sociolinguistic research. Particularly deserving of attention 

are similarities and contrasts between borrowing processes in Internet slangs and 

conventional (offline) slangs and cants.  

On one hand, online linguistic practices are not disconnected from conven-

tional languages. They are mostly governed by the same principles of traditional 

linguistics, and they are subject to analogous sophisticated transformation 

processes. However, Internet slang is autonomous from conventional slang in 

many ways due to inherent differences in the mediums of diffusion. As 

Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC) is primarily based on text rather 

than speech, speakers of Internetese face various challenges, such as a restricted 

possibility of conveying emotion. For this reason, Internet language relies 

 
1 Stavans, I. (2010). A critic’s journey. Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, p. 1. 
2 Kubota, R. and McKay, S. (2009). Globalization and Language Learning in Rural Japan: The 

Role of English in the Local Linguistic Ecology. TESOL Quarterly, 43(4), p. 595. 
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heavily on the visual representation of language – such as the choice  

of script, emoticons, and word play – to communicate emotive expression.  

New lects and cants that emerge as a result of these compulsory innovations 

possess the power to gather communities around the notion of identity stemming 

from the mutual understanding of vernacular3. 

Internet Linguistics is an innovative and still relatively recent area of study. 

Indeed, the discourse analysis of CMC only gained momentum around 2006, and 

it was not until ten years later when the first textbook was published on  

the topic of Englishes in the digital era (by P. Friedrich and E.H. Diniz  

de Figueiredo)4. Furthermore, not a lot of research exists concerning the use  

of non-Latin scripts in Internetese. 

A substantial amount of studies has been conducted on the topic of language 

contact between Japanese and English. The resulting transformation of Japanese 

has been prominent since Meiji reforms (1868), but it gained momentum 

particularly in the globalisation era. The fast pace of development and 

impermanence of online slangs cause existing knowledge to quickly become 

irrelevant, creating a perpetual research gap.  

Language plays a central role in nihonjinron (日本人論 ) – the self- 

-orientalist 5  discourse on the uniqueness of the Japanese nation in regard  

to Western nations. Ever since the modern era of Japan, heavy saturation of the 

language with English loanwords has been called contaminating and problematic, 

especially by some prescriptivist linguists and conservative citizens.  

However, according to researchers specialising in Internet linguistics, 

anglicisms in the Internet serve many important functions which should not be 

overlooked. This thesis investigates the occurrences of Internet slang in the 

Japanese language, with a particular focus on anglicisms. 

Due to the small number of studies on the discussed topic, the core of this 

dissertation is based on the author’s own conclusions and systematisations  

of Internet sources. All examples of slang words presented in this work are taken 

from the author’s own collection of posts from Japanese and English social 

media sites, primarily Twitter, 2channeru and Yahoo.jp. 

 
3 Barford, V. (2009). Mind your slanguage. [online] BBC News. Available at: http://news. 

bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/magazine/8388545.stm [Accessed 26 May 2019]. 
4  Mair, C. (2017). World Englishes in Cyberspace. [online] Available at: https://www. 

researchgate.net/publication/305626506_Christian_Mair_World_Englishes_in_cyberspace_In_D

aniel_Schreier_Marianne_Hundt_Edgar_Schneider_eds_Cambridge_Handbook_of_World_Engli
shes_Cambridge_CUP_to_appear_in_2018 [Accessed 18 Mar. 2019]. p. 4. 

5 Mckenzie, R. (2008). The complex and rapidly changing sociolinguistic position of the 

English language in Japan: a summary of English language contact and use. Japan Forum, 20(2). 
p. 280. 
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Japanese moraic system and vocabulary strata 

Within the discourse framework of anglicisms in the Japanese language, it is 

crucial to understand the linguistics of the language’s moraic structure.  

The Japanese phonetic system is built of ten vowels (5 short and 5 long) and 

twenty consonants (including voiced and devoiced consonants, gemination 

consonant っ and nasal ん) which produce fifty syllables expressed with kana 

characters (syllabograms). Syllables always end with a vowel, or the nasal 

consonant -n ん, or the geminant -tsu っ. 

However, the basic element of speech is not the syllable, but the mora. Morae 

are rhythmic units based on timing, with each mora taking an equal amount of 

time to pronounce6. This makes it distinct from a syllable, which can be built of 

two and even three morae. As a result, many words have a different number of 

morae and syllables – for instance, the word Kantō7 (関東, Kantō region in 

Japan) has four morae: ka-n-to-u, but only two syllables. 

The moraic system of the Japanese phonetics is important to the discourse on 

anglicisms, as this structure is imposed on all loanwords. In order to break down 

consonant clusters, which exist in foreign words but not in Japanese, vowels are 

inserted between consonants to make each sound into a mora. The vowel which 

is usually inserted is u. It is an unrounded sound, meaning it is pronounced very 

subtly, so it most closely mimics the original pronunciation without disrupting 

the moraic structure.8 In this way, the monosyllabic English word desk gains 

additional two syllables in Japanese, becoming デスク desuku. 

Another important aspect of the Japanese language in the analysis of angli-

cisms is its use of four different scripts to represent four strata of vocabulary, 

presented in the following table. 

  

 
6 Shibatani, M. (1999). Japanese language. [online] Encyclopedia Britannica. Available at: 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Japanese-language [Accessed 23 Jan. 2019]. 
7 Romanisation of the Japanese language is given in the Hepburn transcription format, the 

worldwide standard for transcription of Japanese. 
8 Shibatani, M. (1999). Japanese language…. 
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Stratum Origin Example Notes 

Native  

(和語 wago 

or 大和言葉

Yamato-

kotoba) 

Japanese 
見る（みる） miru, to 

look 

The stem is usually 

represented by kanji, 

whereas grammatical 

features are written in 

hiragana 

Sino-

Japanese  

(kango 漢語) 

Chinese 

視聴（しちょう）

shichō suru, to look 

(used with auxiliary 

written in kanji 

gairaigo  

(外来語, 

words that 

come from 

abroad) 

foreign 

(except 

Chinese; 

nowadays 

mostly 

English) 

ルック rukku, a look 

(usually in fashion) 

Gairaigo are loanwords from 

foreign languages other than 

Chinese, which have adapted 

to the Japanese language 

mimetics 

(ideophones, 

sound 

symbolism) 

native 

(Japanese) 

じろじろ jiro-jiro, to 

stare 

Also called onomatopoeic 

vocabulary, these words imit 

natural sounds as well as 

sensations and states. 

Usually written in hiragana 

or katakana  
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OVERVIEW 

This dissertation attempts to analyse the similarities and contrasts between 

the formation of loanwords in conventional language and in online slang, as well 

as to answer the question whether the functions of loanwords differ across media.  

The first chapter explores Japan’s long-standing tradition of lexical 

borrowing from ancient times to the Information Age. Initially loanwords came 

from Chinese, and in the later period, European languages (primarily Portuguese 

and Dutch). However, in this dissertation the main emphasis is placed on borro-

wings from the English language, which became especially prevalent following 

the Meiji Restoration in the 19th century. Sociolinguistic functions of anglicisms 

are discussed, as well as the changes they undergo on the linguistic level.  

The first chapter introduces the terms of lexical borrowing and loanwords.  

It describes stages of borrowing, from initial contact to complete naturalisation 

of the loanword. Particular emphasis is placed on the role of foreign language-

speaking elites, whose prestige is important for the diffusion of loanwords. These 

elite strata are later compared to the modern fluent speakers of Internetese.  

Subsequently, linguistics features of anglicism formation in the Japanese 

language are described. These include semantic shifts, phonological adaptation, 

orthography, and morphological changes. This is linked to the concept of wasei-eigo 

(Japanese-made English) – loanwords or loanword compounds whose meanings 

deviate from the original. 

The second chapter starts with an overview of the processes of emerging and 

spreading of Internet as a medium of communication, both in the global context 

(especially the USA), as well as in Japan.  

The impact of Internet on interpersonal interactions and community life  

are discussed. Particular emphasis is placed on vernacular that emerged among 

the users of bulletin boards and online forums. A categorisation is introduced  

of modern English Internetese, as well, including spelling and punctuation 

variations, acronyms and shortenings, emotive descriptions, and visual cues. 

Furthermore, the attitudes of societies towards Internet slang are presented.  

These findings are juxtaposed against the same processes in Japan. 

Differences in the progress of development of modern technologies between 

Japan and the USA are illustrated, as well as the resulting social changes and 

popular and official attitudes towards them. Next sections deal with slangs and 

cants that were invented as a way to adapt to new communication channels 

(space restrictions, costs etc.), but also as a way to manifest the distinctness  

of collective identity. Japanese online communities that formed around common 

languages are compared to the aforementioned elites.  
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The last section of the chapter deals with the reception of the Japanese 

Internet slang. The changing attitudes of the Japanese society and the 

government throughout the decades are discussed and compared with present 

situation.  

The third chapter places focus on the occurrences of anglicisms in Japanese 

Internet slang. Formation processes that loanwords undergo are discussed within 

the same framework as borrowings in conventional language. It is demonstrated 

that English loanwords online and offline are all subject to similar linguistic 

transformation processes (semantic shift, phonological adaptation, morpholo-

gical change and syntactical change). Play on writing systems is also present  

as a branch of anglicism-based slang, based on using Latin-based script or the mixing 

of kana and rōmaji. 

This chapter also deals with the linguistic features of Japanese Internet slang, 

which are placed into the same categories which were used to classify English 

Internetese: spelling, punctuation, and emotive descriptions. What differs is the 

extensive use of visual cues in Japanese Internetese to achieve particular 

sociolinguistic purposes. Here, users harvest not only the semantic, but also the 

phonetical and aesthetic layer of words, especially within the Sino-Japanese 

lexical stratum (kanji characters and their different readings). 

The subsequent section places focus on the occurrences of anglicisms  

in Japanese Internet slang. Formation processes that loanwords undergo  

are discussed within the same framework as the borrowings in conventional 

language. 
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CHAPTER 1:  

THE THEORY OF BORROWING 

In linguistics, borrowing is the process of incorporating foreign elements into 

a language. This can include words, grammatical structures, phonology and the 

replication of linguistic patterns, but lexical borrowing is the most common9. 

Languages do not exist in a vacuum10, and their diffusion plays a crucial role  

in the emergence and evolution of lects. Loanwords are an integral part of the 

lexicons of most of the world’s languages, and the pattern of language contact 

often reflects (the) social, political and economic dynamics at a given point  

in time. The influx of foreign words is generally asymmetrical, with less 

influential countries tending to adopt the languages of more dominant political 

entities. 

1.1. Loanwords 

Numerous research studies have investigated the stages of borrowing  

and naturalising loanwords but no consensus exists regarding the number  

of distinct phases or their criteria. Borrowing is a complex mechanism and  

the details of language contact often remain shrouded in speculation, but there 

are certain patterns, common for most cases of language change over time.  

For the purpose of this dissertation, three loose, overlapping stages identified  

by the professor Schun Doi will be adopted11 (fig. 1). 

 
9 Lim, L., Ansaldo, U. (2016). Languages in Contact. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 

p. 6; Kemmer, S. (2017). Loanwords: Major Periods of Borrowing in the History of English. 

[online] Words in English. Available at: http://www.ruf.rice.edu/~kemmer/Words/loanwords.html 

[Accessed 6 Jan. 2019]. 
10 Muysken, P. (2013) Scenarios for Language Contact in Hickey, R. (ed.) The Handbook  

of Language Contact. Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell Publishing. 
11 Kemmer, S. (2017). Loanwords: Major Periods of Borrowing in the History of English. 

[online] Words in English. Available at: http://www.ruf.rice.edu/~kemmer/Words/loanwords.html   
[Accessed 6 Jan. 2019]. 

http://www.ruf.rice.edu/~kemmer/Words/loanwords.html
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In the first stage (1), the use of words derived from the source language (the 

‘lender’) remains limited to certain environments, usually the elite strata. It is the 

higher class who is more likely to encounter, understand and absorb elements  

of foreign cultures and their lexis. Speakers of the source language tend to enjoy 

higher social status, and their multilingualism is considered to be intellectual and 

prestigious. At this stage the borrowed phrase is referred to as foreign 12 .  

It is not understood by most speakers of the receptor language, and when written 

in text, it is italicised, glossed, or paraphrased. Doi quotes an example from  

a 1963 cookbook:  

“Dashi, a light, clear fish stock […] is quite indispensable to Japanese 

cookery”13.  

This is also the stage where most linguistic adaptations occur to fit the 

phonology and morphology of the receptor language (e.g. stressification, vowel 

lengthening, or spelling adaptation)14. 

Once the phonologically and linguistically adapted foreign phrase starts gaining 

recognition, even among people who are not fluent in the source language,  

it moves towards the attributive usage (2). In this stage, the phrase is not accom-

panied by a paraphrase in the native language, but occurs in compound nouns, 

 
12 Kemmer, S. (2017). Loanwords: Major Periods of Borrowing in the History of English. 

[online] Words in English. Available at: http://www.ruf.rice.edu/~kemmer/Words/loanwords.html 
[Accessed 6 Jan. 2019]. 

13  Doi, S. (2013). Japanese Loanwords Found in the Oxford English Dictionary and 

Kæmpfer’s the History of Japan. PhD Thesis. Nagoya University. p. 77. 
14 Ibidem, p. 71. 

 

Fig. 1. Stages of the borrowing process according to Doi. 
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functioning as a quasi-adjective to an explanatory noun. e.g. tatami room, Nanga 

school.  

As the loan phrase reaches wider audiences, an increasing number of receptor 

language speakers use it without knowing the source language, and eventually 

without even realising or acknowledging its foreign etymology (3). These 

expressions are then referred to as loanwords; they find their way to common 

speech and media to finally become integrated into the language’s dictionaries. 

It is subject to the same linguistic processes as are undergone by native words 

and it may experience semantic shifts. Kano distinguishes two substages of such 

processes – the first being when the phrase acquires productivity (i.e. starts being 

actively used, rather than passively recognised), and the second when a semantic 

shift (change in meaning) occurs15. 

1.2. History of Japanese word borrowing 

Japanese language belongs to a small Japonic language family and it has no 

genealogical relation to any other major language families. It is known to have 

been undergoing transformations for as long as the written record of it exists, but 

the recent rate of loanword influx is unprecedented. Following the post-war 

globalisation and spread of technology, anglicisms have crept their way into the 

vocabularies of a large part of the world’s languages. However, hardly anywhere 

are they as prominent and ubiquitous as in the Japanese language. It is estimated 

that gairaigo constitutes as much as 10–15% of everyday Japanese16  among 

which 90–95% are anglicisms17 . To study the complexities of the so-called 

Japlish, it is necessary to first understand how significant loanwords are for  

the Japanese language and national identity. 

It must be understood that even though the borrowing of English vocabulary  

is a relatively recent occurrence (it has only gained momentum after the Meiji 

Restoration), Japan does have a long-standing tradition of borrowing words from 

other languages. Preceding the arrival of Portuguese missionaries in the 16th 

 
15 Kano, M. K. (2005) 言語接触の ダ イナ ミ クス 1 借用 語の 英語化過 程 と既 存語彙

に 与える 影響 英語 に お け る 日本語 と ドイ ツ 語 か ら の 借用 語 を中心 に (Dynamics 

of language contact: Assimilation process of new loanwords and impact on the existing lexical 

system with special reference to Japanese and German loanwords in English). 文化 女子大学室

蘭短期大学研究紀要 . 第 28 号. Available at: https://ci.nii.ac.jp/els/contentscinii_20190319 

203743.pdf?id=ART0008129101 [Accessed 19 Mar. 2019]. 
16  Walker, R. (2010). Katakana – English in a World of Englishes: Identification and 

Recognition. Essays and Studies. Tokyo Woman’s Christian University, 60(1). p. 107. 
17 Underwood, W. (1999). Katakana Eigo-Real English Word List: A Loanword Approach to 

Vocabulary Building. 久留米工業大学研究報告 , 23. p. 91; Gordon, B. (2000). Internet’s 

Influence on Social Interactions in Japan. [online] Bill Gordon. Available at: http://wgordon.web. 

wesleyan.edu/papers/wwwpaper.pdf [Accessed 6 Jan. 2019]. 
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century and the subsequent intensive contact with the West, the loanword 

vocabulary had been sourced exclusively from the Confucian cultural circle. 

The history of written Japanese dates back to before the Asuka period (5th 

century CE). It is believed that at the time of first contact with the outside world, 

Japanese society was illiterate and had no native writing system18. When Korean 

missionaries arrived on the archipelago to preach a new religion, they carried 

diplomatic and Buddhist scriptures, introducing new objects and ideas, along 

with Chinese terms and characters to define them. As expected, the Chinese 

ideographic writing system (ch. hànzì, jp. kanji) soon started undergoing visual, 

phonological and semantic transformations, and in this modified form  

it developed into what is now a complex, three-script writing system. The earliest 

examples of the Japanese’s independent usage of kanji include inscriptions  

on swords (the oldest dating back to ca. 471 C.E.), bronze mirrors, steles, 

headstones, etc.19. Whilst the epigraphs were written in Classical Chinese, some 

evidence can be found of using the characters for their phonetic value to 

represent Japanese proper nouns. 

1.2.1. Early borrowing: kanji and man’yōgana 

It was not until the 8th century that the Japanese employed Chinese logographs  

to represent the native traits of their own language. In this period, a system was 

developed in which characters were used for their phonetics to represent 

Japanese morae, irrespective of semantics. This system became known  

as man’yōgana, after the oldest Japanese poem anthology, Man’yōshu. Yamato 

chronicles – Kojiki (712 C.E.) and Nihon-shoki (720 C.E.) – also adopted this 

technique. A difficulty that the Japanese had to overcome is the fundamental 

difference between both languages – Chinese is an isolating language (meaning 

there is no conjugation), whereas Japanese is agglutinative and highly 

inflectional. To represent these native grammar features, kanji with congenial 

pronunciation were used. For example, the particle は could be written as 波20. 

However, different kanji could be used to represent the same phoneme – and 

thus, the mora の could be written as 能, 乃, 之, and many others (fig. 221).  

It is possible that in some of these cases the choice of kanji depended on the 

 
18  Miyake M. H. (2003). Old Japanese: A Phonetic Reconstruction. London: Routledge. 

Available at: https://epdf.tips/old-japanese-a-phonetic-reconstruction.html [Accessed 20 Mar. 
2019]. p. 40. 

19  Frellesvig, B. (2011). A History of the Japanese Language. Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, p. 21. Available at: https://books.google.pl/books?id=v1FcAgiAC9IC [Accessed 

19 Marc. 2019] 
20  Yoshimura, M. (1999). Manyoshu. [online] Japanese Text Initiative. Available at: 

http://jti.lib.virginia.edu/japanese/manyoshu/AnoMany.html [Accessed 6 Jan. 2019]. 
21  Frellesvig, B. (2011). A History of the Japanese Language. Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press. p. 27. 
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author’s caprice, but those discrepancies actually shed light on what ancient 

Japanese language could sound like. There exist some phonemes whose 

pronunciations were originally distinct, but became indistinguishable with time 

– for instance: ゐ wi or ゑ we, which by the Heian period blended almost 

completely with い i and え e, respectively, and were officially removed from 

the syllabary after World War 2. 

 

阿 .a 伊 .i 宇 .u 衣 .e 於 .o 

加 ka 支 ki1 貫 ki2 久 ku 家 ke1 気 ke2 古 ko1 許 ko2 

我 ga 衹 gi1 疑 gi2 具 gu 牙 ge1 義 ge2 呉 go1 其 go2 

左 sa 之 si 須 su 勢 se 蘇 so1 曾 so2 

射 za 自 zi 受 zu 是 ze 俗 zo1 叙 zo2 

多 ta 知 ti 都 tu 天 te 刀 to1 止 to2 

陀 da 遅 di 豆 du 田 de 度 do1 特 do2 

奈 na 爾 ni 奴 nu 尼 ne 努 no1 乃 no2 

波 pa 比 pi1 肥 pi2 布 pu 平 pe1 戸 pe2 富 po 

婆 ba 鼻 bi1 備 bi2 夫 bu 弁 be1 倍 be2 煩 bo 

麻 ma 美 mi1 末 mi2 牟 mu 売 me1 米 me2 
毛 

mo1 

母 

mo2 

夜 ya 由 yu 延 ye 用 yo1 余 yo2 

良 ra 利 ri 流 ru 礼 re 路 ro1 呂 ro2 

和 wa 為 wi 恵 we 乎 wo 

Fig. 2. Characters used for given syllables in early man’yōgana texts  

(Frellesvig, 2011) 

Based on similarities between the Japanese and Chinese pronunciations  

of certain words and by looking at phonological changes that occurred in both 

languages over the centuries, linguists were able to identify three waves  

of borrowing22:  

 
22  Igarashi, Y. (2007). The Changing Role of Katakana in the Japanese Writing System: 

Processing and Pedagogical Dimensions for Native Speakers and Foreign Learners. PhD Thesis. 

University of Victoria. pp. 17–18; Schmidt, C. (2009). Loanwords in Japanese. in: Haspelmath, 

M., Tadmor, U. (ed.). Loanwords in the World's Languages: A Comparative Handbook. Berlin: 
De Gruyter Mouton. p. 30. 
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1. gō-on – primarily used in the Nara period (8th century C.E.) probably 

based on Korean attempts at Chinese pronunciation, rather than borrowed 

directly from the Middle Late Old Chinese or Early Middle Chinese; 

2. kan-on – primarily used in the Heian period (8th–12th century CE);  

it partially dominated and replaced gō-on. Based on Sui and Tang 

pronunciation, it was brought to Japan by scholars educated in technology 

and philosophy; most Sino-Japanese words today are believed  

to have kan-on pronunciation, but not all of them were borrowed in that 

exact time period;  

3. tō-on – later borrowings, mainly concerning Zen Buddhism, spanned from 

late Heian to the Kamakura period (12th–16th century).  

For example, the character 刹 can be pronounced sechi (gō-on), satsu (han-on), 

or setsu (tō-on). Nowadays, the similarities in pronunciation are especially 

noticeable between Japanese and Cantonese (rather than Mandarin). 

1.2.2. Katakana 

To facilitate the reading process of Buddhist scriptures, monks started using 

man’yōgana similarly to today’s furigana – i.e. to indicate the correct pronun-

ciation23. However, this system soon proved impractical for a prosaic reason – 

the lack of space to scribble on the margin. Therefore, a mnemonic system was 

developed called katakana – literally, partial/fragmented kana, which was 

smaller and could be fit within the restricted space. It served as a kind  

of stenographic script – for instance, 利  was pronounced as ‘ri’, so every 

character with the same pronunciation was annotated with 利, and later リ (other 

examples: 不 fu – フ fu, 呂 ro – ロ ro) (fig. 324).  

Initially, these angular characters only appeared in small font on the margin, 

but in time, they started appearing autonomously alongside kanji and a writing 

system emerged which combined both scripts. 

The use of katakana was nonstandard until around the 12th century25 and then 

it became the preferred script for official documents and scientific papers due  

to the harsh, bold shapes of the characters associated with masculinity and 

assertiveness. It was not until the 1940s that hiragana started replacing katakana 

 
23  Walker, R. (2010). Katakana – English in a World of Englishes: Identification and 

Recognition. Essays and Studies. Tokyo Woman’s Christian University, 60(1), p. 108. 
24 Commons.wikimedia.org. (2019). Development of kana - Wikimedia Commons. [online] 

Available at: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Development_of_kana [Accessed 4 Feb. 
2019]. 

25  Igarashi, Y. (2007). The Changing Role of Katakana in the Japanese Writing System: 

Processing and Pedagogical Dimensions for Native Speakers and Foreign Learners. PhD Thesis. 
University of Victoria. p. 21. 
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as the default script, while the latter persisted in denoting uniquely gairaigo26. 

Only then were clear orthography guidelines established. 

1.2.3. Hiragana 

In late Heian period, man’yōgana underwent further changes to then create 

the second native Japanese script called hiragana (hira meaning simple). The 

cursive style of calligraphy called sō-gana (grass kana) produced dynamic, 

flowing symbols. Even though it was originally invented to simplify and 

normalise the writing system, a long time had passed before its official 

unification in the early 20th century27.  

Due to the smooth, mild appearance of the characters, for a long time they 

were associated with femininity. Denied the right to learn kanji and study 

Chinese texts and poetry, it was women who used hiragana for literary 

expression. In fact, the first recorded extensive use of this syllabary was Genji 

Monogatari, a weighty tome composed by a noblewoman, Shikibu Masaki  

in the 11th century. It only contained a small number of kango, setting a precedent 

for hiragana to represent indigenous Japanese features. 

Initially appreciated for romantic aesthetics, the use of hiragana was practi-

cally confined to calligraphy and love letters28. Nowadays it denotes inflectional 

suffixes (okurigana), particles, and other grammatical structures, as well as some 

wago. 

 
26  Doi, S. (2013). Japanese Loanwords Found in the Oxford English Dictionary and 

Kæmpfer’s “The History of Japan”. PhD Thesis. Nagoya University. p. 63. 
27  Igarashi, Y. (2007). The Changing Role of Katakana in the Japanese Writing System: 

Processing and Pedagogical Dimensions for Native Speakers and Foreign Learners. PhD Thesis. 

University of Victoria. p. 21. 
28 Ibidem. 
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1.2.4. Gairaigo 

In the early 16th century, a major shift occurred in both written and spoken 

Japanese. Portuguese missionaries set foot on the shores of Nagasaki (Kyūshū), 

triggering the first out of three distinct phases of gairaigo influx. 

New technologies, concepts, and ways of thinking started flowing into the 

Japanese language from various fields: religion, technology, cuisine, and others. 

Out of the words borrowed at that period, many remain in the Japanese language 

to this day29: e.g. Portuguese パン pan (bread) or タバコ (tabako, tobacco/ 

cigarettes), or Dutch ピンセット pinsetto (tweezers) or ビール biru (beer)30. 

The so-called Nanban trade period (16th–17th century) of fruitful economic 

and cultural exchange between Japanese and European merchants was soon cut 

short by the government in attempt to restrict Christian activity and to eliminate 

wicked Western influence, beginning a two-century-long isolationist policy 

(sakoku, lit. chained country). All foreign trade was banned on the archipelago 

 
29 Tomaszewska, C. (2015). Lost in Gairaigo. Bachelor Thesis. Lund University. p. 6. 
30 Yamana, T. (山名豊美) (2014). 外来語再考. Bulletin of Tsukuba International University, 

[online] 20. Available at: https://ci.nii.ac.jp/els/contentscinii_20180409031237.pdf?id=ART0010 
310849 [Accessed 6 Jan. 2019]. p. 20. 

 

Fig. 3. The derivation processes of kana from man’yōgana  

(Commons.wikimedia.org, 2019) 
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and foreign language study was outlawed, sometimes on pain of death31. Only 

the Dutch were allowed to maintain their presence on Dejima Island, introducing 

the Japanese to the study of medicine, machinery, and science32. Their contri-

bution to the Japanese development established a firm foundation for the latter’s 

study of the West. 

In addition, Japanese history knows instances of pidgin languages developing 

as a result of contact between Japanese inhabitants and foreigners. One of these 

is Bamboo English, an amalgam of American English and Japanese, born  

in Yokohama after the WW2. One of the most cited examples of this vernacular 

is the word skosh derived from Japanese sukoshi (meaning a little), which has 

since found its way to standard American English, as well as mosukoshi (mō 

sukoshi – a little more – pronounced mor-skosh). The antonym of skosh  

in Bamboo English was takusan, pronounced with two syllables as tak-san as  

a result of omitting the voiceless Japanese u sound (the same linguistic process 

occurred in words like oksan [okusan – wife]). Other examples include the verb 

to hayaku (hayaku – quick; as in Tell him to hayaku the hell over here). Bamboo 

English is also found on comic strips in American military newspapers from that 

period, where it often bore sexist connotations (e.g. mama-san, baby-san)33. 

From the late 19th century onwards, modern concepts and constructs started 

slowly but surely flooding the Japanese language with a wave comparable  

to the one of Chinese borrowing. After a forced opening of the country  

by the US in 1853, English education was introduced and by the end of the  

19th century, all classes were taught in English. The source language for linguistic 

borrowing shifted from Dutch to English34, and its quick assimilation allowed  

a rapid modernisation of the country. The influx of foreign phrases was initially 

met with negative attitudes as the Japanese’s attitude towards English speakers 

was ambivalent. On one hand, they were esteemed as interi (インテリ, 1920s 

slang for intelligentsia), but at the same time their elitism was mockingly called 

high collar (ハイカラ, haikarā)35. 

 
31 Buesink, M. (2017). Eigo Evangelion. The Sociolinguistics of Anglicisms in the Japanese 

Series ‘Neon Genesis Evangelion’. Bachelor Thesis. Utrecht University. p. 5. 
32 Seargeant, P. (2005). Globalisation and reconfigured English in Japan. World Englishes, 

24(3). p. 311. 
33 Tomaszewska, C. (2015). Lost in Gairaigo. Bachelor Thesis. Lund University. p. 7; Norman, 

A. (1955). Bamboo English. The Japanese Influence upon American Speech in Japan. American 
Speech, 30(1). p. 46; Doi, S. (2013). Japanese Loanwords Found in the Oxford English Dictionary 

and Kæmpfer’s “The History of Japan”. PhD Thesis. Nagoya University. p. 96. 
34 Otake, M. (2008). Gairaigo - Remodelling Language to Fit Japanese. 東京成徳大学人文学

部研究紀要第 15 号. p. 90. 
35  Tomoda, T. (2005). The loanword (Gairaigo) influx into the Japanese language. PhD 

Thesis. University of New South Wales. p. 32. 
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In the face of globalisation, the government took an approach called wakon 

yōsai, meaning Japanese spirit, Western technology. While allowing for the 

entrance of Western concepts, the Japanese made conscious effort to preserve 

their national identity, of which language is a big part. After WW2, the Ministry 

of Education, Science, Sports and Culture (Monbushō, now MEXT) introduced 

reforms to finally standardise the confusing multi-script system. Before that, 

katakana and kanji were the preferred scripts for official use. With the new 

reforms, hiragana displaced katakana to represent grammatical inflection 

(okurigana) and other native characteristics, whereas kanji kept denoting the 

Sino-Japanese vocabulary (including verb stems, nouns, abstract concepts, 

etc.)36. Meanwhile, katakana became the script used for gairaigo, for the way  

it stands out in the text and can be easily distinguished from the indigenous 

lexicon. 

In 1889, only 85 gairaigo of Dutch origin and 72 of English origin listed in 

the main Japanese dictionaries37. In the 1920s, more than half gairaigo were 

derived from English38, and by the end of the century, Kadokawa’s Loanword 

Dictionary listed 25,000 loanwords, with the majority being of English origin39.  

To tame the uncontrollable spread of anglicisms, in 1955 Monbushō 

published a report on gairaigo orthography. Despite a substantial increase  

in the number of loanwords, they had not been previously normalised due  

to decades of political instability. As Irwin points out, some words were 

exceptionally inconsistent: for example, 29 different katakana transliterations  

of whiskey were noted: among others, ウヰスキー (uwisukī), ヰスキ (wisuki), 

ウイスケ (uisuke), and ウスケ (usuke) – now standardised as ウイスキー 

(uisukī)40. However, Monbushō’s report was just a proposal, rather than a formal 

recommendation, and for decades it was mostly ignored. In 1991, authoritative 

detailed documents were introduced which standardised the orthography. 

 
36 Irwin, M. (2011). Japanese Loanword Ortography from 1955. 山形大学人文学部研究年

報, 8(2011.3). p. 39.   
37 Sion, A. (2012). Loanwords in Japanese in the Context of Globalization. HyperCultura, 

1/2012(1). p. 3. 
38  Tomoda, T. (2005). The loanword (Gairaigo) influx into the Japanese language. PhD 

Thesis. University of New South Wales. p. 26. 
39 Buesink, M. (2017). Eigo Evangelion. The Sociolinguistics of Anglicisms in the Japanese 

Series ‘Neon Genesis Evangelion’. Bachelor Thesis. Utrecht University. p. 8. 
40 Irwin, M. (2011). Japanese Loanword Ortography from 1955. 山形大学人文学部研究年

報, 8(2011.3). p. 39. 
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1.3. Anglicisms in Japanese: The Linguistics of Japlish 

When loanwords enter a language, their usage gradually becomes stabilised 

via naturalisation processes. Specifically, foreignisms undergo various modifi-

cations in order to fit the phonetic and grammatical systems of the receptor 

language. Furthermore, they are tailored to the receptor language’s cultural 

context. They are not borrowed randomly, but to serve a purpose – for example, 

to express concepts that native vocabulary fails to convey, or to communicate 

certain nuances. The following subchapter presents the shifts and transfor-

mations which affect English loanwords upon entering the Japanese language, 

as well as characterises their main functions. The section attempts to explain why 

loanwords play such an important role in the establishing of the Japanese’s place 

in the modern globalised world. 

1.3.1. Linguistics of loanword formation 

As is the case with all languages, loanwords to the Japanese language  

are constantly undergoing transformations in semantics, phonology and grammar. 

In the 1955 report, The Technical Terms and Orthography Joint Subcommittee 

proposed three categories of gairaigo, depending on the level of their incorpo-

ration into the Japanese language.41 These are in line with Kemmer’s classi-

fication. 

(1) loanwords that are blended into the Japanese language vocabulary – such 

as ストレス sutoresu (stress) or スポーツ supōtsu (sports). In some 

cases, they are ingrained so deeply that their foreignness is not even 

acknowledged by native speakers, e.g. かぼちゃ (kabocha, Portuguese: 

Cambodia abóbora; squash). Their spellings are largely standardised; 

sometimes they experience a semantic shift – i.e. their meanings deviate 

from the original word — as in case of wasei-eigo (elaborated later in 

the chapter); 

(2) words that are widely used and generally understood, but are still 

recognised as gairaigo, e.g. オーバー ōbā (English: overcoat); They are 

often used interchangeably with their Japanese counterparts – e.g. the 

word アカウンタビリティー akauntabiritī (accountability) which The 

National Language Council encouraged to replace with the native phrase 

説明責任 setsumei sekinin, instead. 

(3) gaikokugo, foreign words which have not yet been cemented in the 

Japanese language and may cause confusion. They are usually 

accompanied by an explanation to avoid confusion. For example, スト

 
41  Sase, Y. (2009). Forms and functions of Englishisms in Japanese women’s fashion 

magazines. Master’s Thesis. San Jose State University. p. 1. 
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ラテジー (戦略) sutoratejī (senryaku) – strategy42; or オーソリティー 

ōsoritī (authority). 

A recent example of a loanword that has been popularised and moved 

categories is アイデンティティー aidentitī (identity); in a 2005 paper, Torikai 

mentions it as belonging to the third category (not widely understood), but it has 

since been popularised and it is now widely recognised (thus it can be classified 

as second-category gairaigo). 

Kay (1995) and Stanlaw (2004) distinguish several types of loanword 

integration. Basing on both of these classifications, four categories can be 

identified: 

I. Semantic shift  

In case of semantic shift, the loanwords’ meanings can become restricted, 

expanded, or modified in some way 43 . One of the most distinctive quality  

of Japlish is wasei-eigo (English made in Japan) – a set of English-derived words 

that have diverged in meaning from their original counterparts. These borro-

wings are naturalised and deeply ingrained into the language to conform  

to Japanese context and mentality44. Wasei-eigo phrases are words or compounds 

that do not exist in the English lexicon – it seems therefore that they are merely 

inspired by the source language (rather than directly copied). Because of the 

radical change in meaning of these phrases, one can go as far as to call them 

neologisms or pseudo-anglicisms. The reasons for why semantic shifts occur  

in the first place are multifold and will be analysed later in the Functions 

subsection; Sion suggests that this is perhaps an instrument for bringing 

international flavor to the Japanese language45. Examples include: 

シルバーシート shirubā shīto (silver seat in the bus for elderly),  

コンセント konsento (concentric plug, power outlet);  

オフィスレーディ ofisu-rēdi (office lady, female desk worker),  

マイカー族46 mai-kā-zoku (car owners). 

Examples of words borrowed from languages other than English that have 

experienced semantic shift include: バイト  baito (truncated German arbeit 

 
42 国立国語研究所 (National Institute for Japanese Language and Linguistics) (2006) 新「こ

とば」シリーズ 19「外来語と現代社会」 問 6 [online] Available at: https://www.ninjal.ac.jp/ 

publication/catalogue/shin_kotoba_series/11_19/pages/kotoba19q06/ [Accessed 19 Feb. 2019]. 
43 Stanlaw, J. (2004). Japanese English. Language and Culture Contact. 1st ed. Hong Kong: 

Hong Kong University Press. p. 22. 
44  Furukawa, G. (2015). “Cool” English: Stylized Native-Speaker English in Japanese 

Television Shows. Multilingua, 34(2). p. 6. 
45 Sion, A. (2012). Loanwords in Japanese in the Context of Globalization. HyperCultura, 

1/2012(1). p. 6. 
46 Stanlaw, J. (2004). Japanese English. Language and Culture Contact. 1st ed. Hong Kong: 

Hong Kong University Press. 
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[work] – part-time job) or アベック abekku (French preposition avec [with] 

treated as a noun – romantic couple, date). 

II. Phonological adaptation (phonetic integration):  

Phonological adaptation refers to the process of tailoring sounds and phono-

logical structures of the source language to conform to the sounds and structures 

of the receptor language47. All languages or language families have distinct 

phonemes which are often difficult to master for non-native speakers. 

Phonological systems of the receptor language are not always capable of emu-

lating original words accurately —in Japanese, the phonemes \r\ and \l\ found  

in English do not directly correspond to any Japanese phonemes, so both  

are replaced with the single phoneme \r\ in borrowing48 – hence, mobile becomes 

モバイル mobairu. Likewise, \θ\ and \ð\ are replaced by \s\ and \z\ respectively 

(therapist – セラピスト serapisuto; leather – レザ rezā), and \f\ by \h\ (platform 

– [プラット]ホーム [puratto]hōmu). 

Furthermore, as the Japanese language uses a syllabary, it allows few conso-

nant clusters, as each mora must end with a vowel (with the exceptions of nasal 

ん and geminate っ). Because of that, foreign words whose syllables end in  

a consonant must be modified to fit the Japanese open-structure pronunciation49. 

For instance, streaming [a video] becomes ストリミング sutorimingu, gaining 

additional three syllables. Additional syllables change the stress pattern of a given 

word, and this is the main reason why Japanese-English deviates so far from the 

original – Nihalani found that accent alteration affects comprehensibility more 

than phonetic errors50.  

III. Orthography  

The Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology has been 

releasing official recommendation guidelines on the usage of katakana and 

loanwords regularly since the beginning of the 20th century. However, the first 

few editions focused on reforming the kana script and restrict the use of kanji, 

and it was not until 1955 that the orthography issue was properly addressed51. 

Revised kana charts with specially-made syllables brought considerable 

improvement in replicating English phonemes, such as diphthongs or consonant 

 
47 Lingshuang, J. and Hulden, M. (2016). How Regular is Japanese Loanword Adaptation?  

A Computational Study. Proceedings of COLING 2016, the 26th International Conference  

on Computational Linguistics: Technical Papers. p. 847. 
48 Matsuura, H. et al. (2016). Intelligibility and comprehensibility in English as a lingua franca: 

nativized English in Japanese. Asian Englishes, 19(1). p. 2. 
49 Matsuura, H. et al. (2016). Intelligibility and comprehensibility in English as a lingua franca: 

nativized English in Japanese. Asian Englishes, 19(1). p. 2. 
50 Ibidem. 
51 Irwin, M. (2011). Japanese Loanword Ortography from 1955. 山形大学人文学部研究年

報, 8(2011.3). p. 39. 
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clusters (ティーカップ teacup). Although now there is a general agreement on 

the rules for transcribing foreign sounds, there still exist some inconsistencies, 

for example52: 

- variant spellings for one word: クッキ and クーキ (kukki/kūki, cookie),  

- multiple forms coming from the same original word: レター (retā, letter, 

as in written communication, e.g. カバーレター (kabā retā, cover letter) 

and レッテル (retteru, label, sticker), 

- one form identical for two different concepts: ‘coat’ and ‘court’ are both 

transcribed into コート (kōto). 

IV. Morphological change 

The study of diachronic morphology concerns the evolution of words in time 

due to various sociolinguistic factors, including language contact. Whenever  

a word is borrowed into the native Japanese lexicon, it becomes morphologically 

integrated – i.e. it acquires the traits of the Japanese language and behaves 

according to native linguistic conventions. There are different processes that fall 

within the scope of morphological integration, and they have been investigated 

by many researchers. Based on the processes discussed by Irwin (2011), Kay 

(1995) and Stanlaw (2004), three types of morphological changes can be 

distinguished. This classification is by no means rigorous – in many cases, 

morphological change is multifaceted and can fall under many categories at the 

same time. 

1. Truncation:  

In the year 1949, the Harvard-based linguist George Kingsley Zipf elaborated 

on a theory formulated by Guillaume Ferreiro half a century earlier: drawing  

on a mathematical model, he concluded that all living organisms will, on both 

biological and psychological level, strive to choose the course of action that will 

ultimately require the least energy to perform. This principle has found 

application in many fields, including the study of communication patterns. 

Zipf found that all languages tend towards economy and productivity. 

Effectively, this tendency is expressed in the compression of phrases – 

abbreviations, initialisms, truncations etc53. Many gairaigo, due to their above-

average length compared to the Japanese vocabulary as a whole54, are dropped 

from the vocabulary once they are no longer considered fashionable, and they 

are replaced with kango. When no appropriate Japanese term can be found,  

 
52 Kay, G. (1995). English loanwords in Japanese. World Englishes, 14(1). p. 69. 
53 Danesi, M. (2017). Language, Society, and New Media. [online] 3.5.2: e-Dialects. Available 

at: https://books.google.pl/books?id=DT8-CgAAQBAJ&hl [Accessed 18 Mar. 2019]. 
54 Irwin, M. (2011). Mora clipping of loanwords in Japanese. Journal of Japanese Linguistics, 

27(1). p. 73 
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the gairaigo is retained, but it will typically undergo the process of truncation55. 

That is, the phrase is compressed through clipping of morae, especially back-

clipping (removing final morae): 

アニメ anime (アニメーション animēshon) – animation; 

コンビニ  konbini (コンビニエンスストア  konbiniensu sutoa) – 

convenience store; 

ミス misu (ミステイク misuteiku) – mistake,  

but fore-clipping: 

ホーム hōmu (プラットホーム purattohōmu) – platform, 

and mid-clipping: 

パソコン pasokon (パーソナルコンピューター pāsonaru konpyutā) – 

Personal Computer, PC; 

セクハラ sekuhara (セクシャルハラスメント sekushuaru harasumento) – 

sexual harrassment 

also occur. 

It is common for foreign phrases to be merged and clipped to four or less 

morae – a phenomenon linked to the tradition to truncating Chinese sayings to 

four characters56. For instance, 

ワープロ wāpuro (ワードプロセッサ wādo purosessa) – word processor 

ボディコン bodikon (ボディ・コンシャス bodi konshasu) tight fitting 

clothing (from English: body-conscious). 

However, there also exist gairaigo words that have partly or fully replaced their 

wago or kango counterparts, but are in fact longer (i.e. have more morae).  

For example, オリジナル (orijinaru, original) yields 120 times more Google 

search results than the native 独創 (どくそう dokusō), even though the former 

has five morae and the latter has four. Tomoda observes that in such cases, even 

though the meaning of such words is virtually the same, the longer term may still 

be used to convey a certain nuance57. Here, the former gairaigo オリジナル 

orijinaru has a nuance of innovation, pioneering, etc. 

V. Wasei-eigo:  

The Japanese-made English also developed thanks to various morphological 

processes. These can include purely English-based compounds such as:  

マイブーム maibūmu – one’s current hobby/fad – from English: my boom;  

 
55  Tomoda, T. (2005). The loanword (Gairaigo) influx into the Japanese language. PhD 

Thesis. University of New South Wales. p. 131. 
56 Irwin, M. (2011). Mora clipping of loanwords in Japanese. Journal of Japanese Linguistics, 

27(1). p. 73; Smith, J. (2017). What makes the Japanese language unique? [online] Quora. 
Available at: https://www.quora.com/What-makes-the-Japanese-language-unique [Accessed 19 

Feb. 2019]. 
57  Tomoda, T. (2005). The loanword (Gairaigo) influx into the Japanese language. PhD 

Thesis. University of New South Wales. p. 28. 
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インキー inkī – to be locked out – from English: in-key58),  

hybrid compounds also exist that combine English and Japanese phrases. For 

example,  

電子メール denshi mēru – e-mail (electricity + mail)、 

トンカツ tonkatsu – pork cutlet (on'yomi reading of 豚 pork + cutlet) 

These hybrid compounds also undergo the process of clipping: 

省エネ shō-ene – energy saving 

なつメロ natsu-mero – old tune (natsukashii, sentimental + melody)  

脱サラ datsu-sara – to leave the company (take off + salary) 

VI. Syntactical change 

(Kay) or syntactic shift (Stanlaw): In the Japanese language specifically, due 

to its grammar’s inflectional nature, morphology is closely related to the syntax. 

Therefore, assimilating English words is pretty straightforward – loanwords are 

treated as roots/stems and acquire native inflectional characteristics (adding 

adjectival suffixes -na and -i or verbal suffixes -ru or -suru). This type  

of morphological change can occur in both directions: Japanese words can be 

granted with English morphology by adding English suffixes – a pattern 

particularly pronounced in spoken language59, for instance unshinjirable (un + 

信じ[る] shinji[ru]+ able – to believe). And vice versa, adding Japanese affixes 

to gairaigo stems. For example,  

1. adjectival verbs (い-adj.) 

ナウい nau-i – current, up-to-date → ナウかった naukatta no longer  

up-to-date60 

2. adjectival noun (な- adj.)  

レディーな redī-na – ready 

ホットな hotto-na – hot 

3. verb (する/る)  

キスする kisu suru – to kiss 

サボる saboru – to skip class (from English to sabotage) 

Note that loanwords undergo syntactical adaptation to fit Japanese parts  

of speech, although they already represent their characteristics in the source 

language – e.g. ready is an adjective, but it still receives the adjectival suffix -na 

when borrowed into Japanese. 

 
58 Bernard, C. (2014). Wasei Eigo. I Can’t Believe It’s Not English! [online] Tofugu. Available 

at: https://www.tofugu.com/japanese/wasei-eigo/ [Accessed 19 Feb. 2019]. 
59  Hoffer, B. (2002). Language Borrowing and Language Diffusion: an Overview. Inter-

cultural Communication Studies XI(4). p. 15. 
60  Hoffer, B. (2002). Language Borrowing and Language Diffusion: an Overview. 

Intercultural Communication Studies XI(4). p. 15. 
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1.3.2. Functions of anglicisms 

Gairaigo and wasei-eigo have become so ingrained in the Japanese language 

that in many cases they evolved to gain entirely new meanings and connotations. 

Not only did they take on the role of tools to deal with Western influences, they 

also became means of establishing Japan’s place in the globalised world61 . 

Tanaka Yasuo places the omnipresence of anglicisms against the backdrop  

of a shifting society in his best-selling novel Nantonaku, Kurisutaru. While the 

right-hand pages of the book follow the narrative of Japan’s consumerist boom-

generation, the left-hand side provides the reader with over four hundred 

footnotes explaining English loanwords that appear in the text62. 

In 1990, Takashi conducted a comprehensive study of over five thousand 

occurrences of anglicisms in an array of magazine advertisements and TV 

commercials63. Based on her findings, she identified major functions of angli-

cisms. In order of frequency of their occurrence: special-effects givers and brand 

names, lexical gap fillers, technical terms, and euphemisms. This section will 

analyse these categories and elaborate on the findings. 

I. “Special-effects givers”  

Nearly half of all anglicisms analysed by Takashi served an ornamental 

function, acting as tools of stylistic expression rather than attempting to convey 

semantic meanings. Gairaigo becomes an art form in its own right whose aim  

is to communicate an image of cosmopolitanism, prestige, and vogue. 

Akin to all cultures within the reach of Chinese influence, calligraphy and 

graphic representation of the language have always been highly esteemed art 

forms in Japan. That being the case, the bold, eye-catching look of katakana 

syllabary is often used as a stylistic tool to attract attention in written text. 

Contrasting with the smooth and delicate curves of hiragana, it finds application 

in media and advertising to represent buzzwords or slogans. For the same reason, 

similarly to italics in Latin script, words can also be katakanised for emphasis64, 

e.g.  

ダメ！ dame! – forbidden, no good;  

マジ maji – seriously;  

オシャレ oshare – fashionable),  

 
61 Scherling, J. (2016). The creative use of English in Japanese punning. World Englishes, 
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63 Takashi, K. (1990). A sociolinguistic analysis of English borrowings in Japanese advertising 

texts. World Englishes, 9(3). pp. 327–341. 
64  Igarashi, Y. (2007). The Changing Role of Katakana in the Japanese Writing System: 

Processing and Pedagogical Dimensions for Native Speakers and Foreign Learners. PhD Thesis. 
University of Victoria. p. 81. 
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or even written in rōmaji. Sergeant argues that for this reason the ridicule  

of Japanese for their misuse of English is unfounded, for altering the borrowings 

is an expressive tool which need not be dominated by the structures of core 

semantic meanings65.  

Anglicisms are often associated with Western modernity, so they appear  

in abundance in the beauty industry to add an air of sophistication. Even though 

Japan keeps abreast of current global trends, fashion is still considered a product 

of the West 66  – thus, terms describing textiles, parts of clothing, and even 

colours, are often English-derived (even if there are native equivalents – e.g. 

white often becomes ホワイト howaito instead of 白い shiroi). They sound 

fancy, they are catchy, and they lend dynamism. Takashi explains that Japanese 

slogans and product names can sound corny or awkward, so anglicisms are used 

to make them sound less stiff. Women fashion magazines, which are more likely 

to use gairaigo than any other medium, shout 始めよう、レディーな私！

hajimeyō, redī-na watashi! (Let’s start, I’m ready!), whereas men are lured with 

flashy クールな、グッドプライス服 kūru-na, guddo puraisu fuku (cool, good 

price clothing)67. Such use of gairaigo is particularly prominent in advertising 

modern products to highlight their contrast with traditional, old-fashion articles, 

and even to suggest freshness to bring lifestyle change68. 

Another industry dominated by anglicisms is the cosmetic industry, where 

English phrases serve more than just one role. Besides conferring refinement 

through their exotic sound, phrases like トリートメント  torītomento 

(treatment) or コラーゲン・スキンケア・フェイ・クリーム  korāgen 

sukinkea feisu kurīmu (collagen skincare face cream) appear more scientific. One 

of theories for why these (often unintelligible) catchphrases are appealing  

is rather controversial – Tsuchiya and Nakajima believe that this phenomenon 

stems from the Japanese people’s inferiority complex towards the Western 

powers69. While this argument is very bold, it is believed that a similar psycho-

logical trick was used by Japanese emperors’ – they tended to use obscure, high- 

-class language in official speeches in order to assert their power and invoke 
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feelings of inferiority70. Another theory as to why anglicisms are so numerous  

in marketing is less problematic, but also psychological. Customers who can 

understand foreign-sounding slogans (which Stanlaw found actually constitute  

a majority of recipients71) experience an ego boost and find the product desirable, 

associating it with intellectual stimulation. Indeed, Furukawa affirms that the 

main reason for the initial prevalence of the English language in Japan was 

schooling requirements, which led to a strong link between English proficiency 

and a high level of education72. This strategy based on a phenomenon called 

cognitive competency is not uncommon in the world of advertising73. 

While Takashi (1990, p. 331) identifies brand names as a separate category 

in her list of anglicism functions, she does point out that these categories often 

overlap74. For instance, Tomoda argues that using anglicisms for brand names 

fills a lexical gap in the Japanese language, rather than serving as a special-effect 

giver75. Due to the large overlap between these categories, brand names and 

special-effect-givers are merged in this dissertation. 

II. “Lexical-gap fillers”  

The most straightforward function of anglicisms is to compensate for the lack 

of a word in the Japanese language to describe certain concepts – as was the case 

of kango. Of course, these include proper nouns, such as: 

ジョン・スノウ (Jon Sunou, John Snow), or 

トゥーム・レイダー (Tūmu Reidā, Tomb Raider). 

Furthermore, anglicisms are widely used to name objects, commodities and 

concepts that the Japanese had not been exposed to before their contact with the 

West, and which came to Japan as a result of globalisation, such as: 

ミルクセーキ (mirukusēki, milkshake), 

バスケットボール (basukettobōru, basketball), 

カンガルー (kangarū, kangaroo). 

vocabulary related to economy:  

メリット / デメリット(meritto/demeritto, merit/demerit) 
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インフレーション (infurēshon, inflation) 

and information technology vocabulary: 

ソフトウェア (sofutowea, software) 

ビグデータ (bigudēta, big data) 

The influx of IT terminology is the most recent, but has been especially 

voluminous. Takashi identifies technical names (which constitute most of gairaigo) 

as a separate category of functionality, but it has been argued that the use  

of anglicisms pertaining to computer science, business, medicine, and academic 

subjects is meant to fill a lexical gap (e.g. ハイパーリンク  haipārinku, 

hyperlink). Therefore, in this dissertation, technical terms are not treated as a sepa-

rate category. 

Another area where anglicisms are abundant are occupation names: in 1989, 

Asahi Shinbun released an issue dedicated entirely to English-derived occupation 

names76, such as: 

 ゲームクリエイター (gēmu kurieitā, game creator), or  

心理カウンセラー (shinri kaunserā, counselling psychologist). 

There are cases where anglicisms were introduced despite an already existing 

native word for a concept. There are many reasons for why that may be, and 

usually it is to convey a nuance of some kind.  

1. precision: In many cases, English loanwords are used to fill a specific 

semantic niche – in such cases, a single English word conveys a meaning 

that would have to be expressed through many words in Japanese. For 

example, 

リダイヤルする (ridaiyaru suru, to redial) – instead of もう一度電話

する (mō ichidō denwa suru, to call once again) 

マイブーム  (maibūmu, a thing one is currently passionate about  

or interested in) – instead of 自分の中での流行 (jibun no naka de 

ryūkō, one’s current fad), or 趣味 (shumi, hobby) which would imply 

the interest is long-term. 

2. homophony: Sometimes anglicisms will be used instead of native 

vocabulary to avoid confusion in cases where such may arise due to  

a large number of homophone words in the Japanese vocabulary. These 

words are often used in speech as they can cause confusion when not 

seen in print. 

3. alienating: To ‘alienate’ a word from its traditional connotation, 

katakana-go is used instead: this is often seen in gastronomy, where 

 
76  カタカナの仕事・横文字の仕事／仕事のスタイル図鑑  (2008). Available at: 
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instead of a native word for a food item, gairaigo can be used in instances 

where the item is used in foreign dishes or in a non-traditional way77:  

ミルク miruku instead of (牛)乳 (gyū)nyū (cow’s milk) in phrases like 

ミルクティー mirukutī (milk tea), ミルクパウダー miruku paudā 

(milk powder) 

ライス raisu instead of ご飯 gohan or 米 kome (rice) in phrases like カ

レーライス karē raisu (curry rice), チキンライス chikin raisu (rice 

with chicken) 

Stanlaw also makes an interesting observation, pointing out that some 

words are borrowed to deliberately emphasise their foreign cultural 

connotations – for example, using the words ハズ hazu (husband) and 

ワイフ waifu (wife) instead of their Japanese counterparts (夫 otto and 

妻  tsuma), accentuates their ‘Western’ associations – i.e. modern 

attitudes to marriage, greater equality between the sexes, the changing 

role of motherhood, etc.78  This type of lexical borrowing to express 

Westernised concepts can simultaneously function as a special-effect 

giver. 

4. social issues: The contact of Japan with the Western civilisation 

introduced some social concepts which had been previously unfamiliar 

to the Japanese. Igarashi cites an example of the word プライバシー 

(puraibashī, privacy) – a purely Western notion, foreign to a country 

where intimacy in small housing was natural79. Before the recent influx 

of loanwords, few terms existed for phenomena relating to the discourse 

on human rights, equality, and feminism. This made it difficult to discuss 

certain issues which had been so far overlooked by the public. In the last 

decade of the 20th century, a number of words relating to harassment 

were introduced – such as セクハラ sekuhara (sexual harassment),  

アカハラ akahara (academic harassment), or パワハラ pawa hara 

(power harassment) – which was shown to have directly influenced the 

increase in reporting and persecuting of such cases 80 . Furthermore, 
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despite the existence of a native word, gairaigo is used to connect the 

social issues in question to the rest of the world, for example: 

マイノリティ mainoritī ー minority (instead of 少数者 shōsūsha) 

レイプ reipu – rape (instead of 強姦 gōkan) 

III. Euphemisms 

The euphemistic function of gairaigo has been discussed extensively  

in research. Keuru calls this process neutralisation and argues that by replacing 

a potentially embarrassing word with a loanword, one strips it of cultural load – 

making it socially and contextually neutral.81 In fact, a considerable amount  

of sociolinguistic research has proven that expressing troublesome concepts in  

a foreign language makes them appear less threatening. This universal 

phenomenon, called reduced emotional resonance of language, explains why 

profanities in a foreign language feel less offensive82. 

An often-cited example of neutralisation is the replacing of jibun-no  

or watashi-no with the English my (mai) to express possession. Mai is indicative 

of individualism and challenges the traditional dynamics of a group, but it is not 

as forceful as the Japanese equivalent which would sound conceited  

or selfish 83 . The previously mentioned マイブーム84  denotes one’s current 

obsession or hobby (it got the 1997 buzzword award – 流 行 語 大 賞 

ryūkōgotaishō).  

Many words related to delicate and taboo topics are neutralised, such as: 

romantic topics and sex (e.g. ベッドイン beddo in, ‘to bed in’, i.e. to sleep 

with someone); 

personal hygiene (e.g. ボディーケア bodīkea, bodycare85, トイレ toire, 

toilet); 

age (シルバー shibā, silver; グレイヘア gureihea, grey hair – maturity)86;  
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death (ターミナルケアー tāminaru keā, terminal-care);87  

money (ローンを組む rōn wo kumu, to set up a loan – instead of the native 

借金する  shakkin suru which has the connotation of financial burden, 

debt)88. 

1.4. Criticisms 

Nihonjinron, the discourse on Japanese-ness, defines Japan as a nation in the 

context of, and in contrast to, other cultures89. Historically, the Japanese have 

been known for their individualism and seclusion – an insular self-image 

intensified especially by the contact with the West90. For Japanese linguistic 

purists, who see their mother tongue as the nation’s single strongest unifying 

factor, the increasing dependency on the English language may symbolise 

subordination to the West91. Particularly in the case of lexical replacement (i.e. 

when gairaigo replaces an existing native word, as opposed to lexical addition 

where a lexical gap is filled), word borrowing is regarded as a peril to national 

integrity and the uniqueness of the language – characteristics extremely 

important for Japanese nationalists. 

In early 20th century, some communities started mocking the glorification  

of the West, and the phrase eigo-zukai (英語使い , English user) acquired  

a negative association92. A number of appeals were made to exclude English 

from the school curriculum, but despite the overall hostility towards 

westernisation, it was not until the 1940s that the number of study hours was 

decreased93. 

Eikaiwa (英会話, English learning, lit. conversation) only got back in so-

ciety’s graces in the 1980s when the Japan Exchange and Teaching (JET) 

Programme was launched to aid English education outside of the school system. 
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It became apparent that in order to keep step with the advancements of the 

modern world, English proficiency was indispensable94. The phrase kokusaika  

(国際化, internationalisation) was coined and popularised, and native English 

speakers residing in Japan were encouraged to pursue careers in education. 

However, the JET programme was named half-hearted and was widely 

recognised as a failure95. Furthermore, despite the fact that the Japanese remain 

the largest consumers of English textbooks with ten times more purchases than 

China (who comes second in the ranking), they continuously score as one  

of Asia’s least proficient countries in TOEFL examinations96 . The latter is  

a continuously raised argument for the futility of English education.  

Ever since the use of Internet became widespread at the end of the 20th 

century, an increasing number of Japanese people have been in continuous 

contact with the English language. In both virtual and physical realm, the English 

language’s ubiquity led to the recognition of its status of lingua franca, or Global 

Language.97,98 Anglicisms became a tool to follow Western trends, becoming 

symbols of advancement and technological innovation, conveying concepts and 

nuances previously unknown to the Japanese. They were creatively tailored to 

fit their lifestyle and culture. From this perspective, anglicisms are often argued 

to serve as tools for enriching the language, rather than corrupting it99. Moreover, 

since katakana is so clearly physically distinguishable, it provides a filter porous 

enough to permit entry 100  of new words, but still visually separates these 

‘pollutants’ from the rest of the text. 
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Indeed, it has been demonstrated that using borrowing to achieve particular 

sociolinguistic means is not inherently detrimental101. Oftentimes, gairaigo are 

simply inspired by their original counterparts rather than copied and pasted. 

Since katakana is exclusively phonetic and unrestricted by the association with 

meaning (unlike kanji), it gives freedom for innovative, even artistic, 

expressions. It provides means to invent new terms with Latin script – a raw 

material provided by the West – just like when new kango was created in Japan 

for Japanese consumption102. 

Nevertheless, the ever-accelerating inflow of English words and their 

replacement of native vocabulary often arouses negative emotions, especially 

among the elderly and the traditionally-inclined. To an extent, this standpoint is 

understandable – loan words do replace Japanese words frequently 103 . The 

Cultural Affairs Agency’s 1997 survey found that 90% of elderly Japanese found 

the growing omnipresence of loanwords in mass media disturbing and 

confusing104. 

In 2003, the National Language Institute announced a plan to paraphrase  

a total of 114 foreign words (e.g. アイデンティティー aidentitī, identity → 独

自性 dokujisei，自己認識 jikoninshiki)105, but it proved unsuccessful and had 

little effect in reducing the use of loanwords106. An excellent example of the 

plan’s failure was PM Shinzō Abe’s 2006 inauguration speech. His exaggerated 

usage of foreign phrases (such as カントリー・アイデンティティー kauntorī 

aidentitī, country identity) was likely supposed to invoke association of his 

cabinet with globalisation and modernity, but his audiences only found it 

nonsensical107. Half a decade later, an elderly citizen sued NHK for inflicting 
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emotional distress due to the station’s excessive usage of gairaigo108. In spite  

of his losing the lawsuit, the story managed to draw attention to the issue  

of ‘language contamination’. 

In contrast to the conservative or even purist attitudes, there are  

an overwhelming number of people who advocate turning the excessive usage 

of gairaigo to advantage. The prevalence of Japlish could be used as a tool  

to expand schoolchildren’s English vocabulary by emphasising the similarities 

and differences between Katakana English (or wasei-eigo) and Standard English. 

The assumption is that it is possible to awaken the dormant knowledge of English 

that children had acquired incidentally on a subconscious level109 – they just need 

to be made aware of it to make the learning intentional.  

This idea sounds reasonable, but proved inefficient in practice. In 1998, 

William J. Underwood designed a project with the specific intention of 

illustrating the ineffectiveness of this approach110. In fact, many native English 

teachers share the same opinion and believe this kind of passive learning  

is unreliable – students raised in the midst of Japanese-English craze think they 

already know so much English, when in fact they actually have to unlearn  

a lot111 . Indeed, the experiment found many faults in this teaching method. 

Underwood demonstrated that the supposed familiarity with vocabulary is 

deceitful – it is just a ‘code’. While it is possible that knowing wasei-eigo could 

help recall pieces of knowledge, it is more likely to be confusing due to various 

factors. Firstly, English loanwords pass so many linguistic transformations that 

they become mutated to the point of incomprehensibility112. Secondly, the cross-

association of phonetically similar words (so-called false friends) may hinder 

communication.  

Tomoda’s 2005 survey among the Japanese population found that only 12% 

of responders exhibited very strong negative opinion about the spread of gairaigo 

– most held a moderately negative or neutral stance.113 However, as many as 

90% of responders had trouble understanding gairaigo in their day-to-day life114, 
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and a third of them were worried about being behind the times115. In 2005, 90% 

of surveyed Japanese stated that the number of gairaigo had increased 

considerably, especially in media116, and many were anxious about the number 

of gairaigo increasing even more. 

This, indeed, is what happened – the influx of English loanwords to the 

Japanese language has not stopped, and the number of gairaigo in the Japanese 

vocabulary is now higher than ever. With the ever-expanding circle of English 

language’s influence, the borrowing was further amplified. This modern lingua 

franca impacts a significant number of languages in the world, and it has found 

an extraordinary space to do that – the Internet.  
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CHAPTER 2:  

SOCIAL CHANGE AND LANGUAGE CHANGE  

IN THE INTERNET ERA 

With the unfolding of globalisation and advent of the Information Age, 

English spread rapidly to become a global language. Regions all around the globe 

became witnesses to remarkable transformations of their languages117 and the 

Internet became a peculiar space for cultural contact to take place.  

2.1. History of the Internet 

In the early 1960s, in the midst of the Cold War, Joseph Carl Robnett 

Licklider of the MIT laid the foundations of what would later become the 

Internet. He put forward the idea of Galactic Network – a network of computers 

that could communicate with one another and withstand infrastructure 

breakdowns 118 . His project, called ARPANET (Advanced Research Project 

Agency Network), is said to have been formed as a response to the 1957 Sputnik 

launch to further the USA’s chances of surviving Soviet nuclear attack 119 . 

Furthermore, it was supposed to be a reliable means of sharing research results 

between academics.120 The first network connected the supercomputers of four 

American universities121 and the first message ever to be transmitted using the 

technology of packet-switching was LOG IN. The connection broke after sending 

just the first two letters, producing a short note: LO. According to Kleinrock,  

it could not have been more accurate – Lo and behold!122 

ARPANET became an inspiration for researchers from other universities and 

independent networks started appearing with time. In 1972, Bob Kahn proposed 

a network of networks to connect structures operating within different 

frameworks. The result of this project was a protocol named the Internet123. 

At the time, computing units were roughly the size of large refrigerators and 

required substantial amounts of energy to operate, as well as powerful ventilation 
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systems and a lot of maintenance. However, with the development of technology, 

they were manufactured to get smaller and by the 1980s personal computers 

(PCs) became more and more affordable. They were no longer a luxury for the 

richest.  

A small start-up from Virginia called Quantum Computer Services (later 

known as America Online, or AOL) made it their mission to popularise the 

Internet to the point where it would be as impactful as television and telephones. 

Their plan proved a great success and connected millions of Americans to the 

Internet for the first time, allowing private synchronous message transmission 

(real-time Instant Messaging, or IM) and e-mail service. More importantly,  

it gathered people with shared interests and brought communities together 

through discussion groups, bulletin boards and chat rooms. For years to come, 

AOL would remain the largest online service in the US, and for many Americans 

it became synonymous with home Internet access124. 

Particularly relevant to this paper are text-based electronic fora called 

Bulletin Board Systems (BBS). The first originated in 1978 in Chicago, USA, 

during a heavy snowstorm; it was set up by a group of computer enthusiasts who 

wanted to keep communicating despite unfavourable weather conditions. 

Initially, BBS operated on dial-up modems through phone lines, so even though 

they had the potential to connect globally, their high costs caused them to remain 

mostly local. Bulletin boards offered a wide array of content for tech-enthusiasts 

and hobbyists, such as discussion threads, e-mail service, IM, games and 

advertisements. BBS were home to the earliest online communities and 

languages specific for Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC). This was 

before graphic interface and the World Wide Web became accessible to the 

masses in the 1990s. The BBS craze in the USA would last for the next two 

decades, with dial-up boards remaining one of the primary ways for Internet 

users to interact online125. 

The mid-2000s saw one of the biggest innovations of the Information Era 

which is said to have revolutionised the realm of social interactions – the 

smartphone126. The first decade of the 21st century was marked by the emergence 

of social media networks such as Facebook, YouTube and Twitter127. Nowadays, 
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the global Internet is an ecosystem of millions of independent networks managed 

by public and private service providers. Governments, banks, education facilities 

and media alike operate online, and most of the world’s population has web 

access 128 . Billions of people use the Internet for entertainment, community 

building and maintaining relationships, and the number of active social media 

users is expected to pass the three billion mark by 2020129. 

2.2. Internetese 

As Christian Mair points out, even though English no longer constitutes the 

majority of Internet content, it still acts as the default language of the web130. 

This is why the term World Englishes drew particular attention of linguists, 

becoming more relevant than ever. The prospect of the English language 

monopolising the Internet alarmed the more conservative researchers, who saw 

anglicisation as a threat to the purity of native languages. They lamented the fall 

of linguistics and the death of traditional values131. However, others saw it as an 

innovative revolution – in 2005, David Crystal proclaimed the birth of a new 

branch of philology, Internet Linguistics.132 

Internet Linguistics focuses on the transformation of languages under the 

Internet’s influence. As opposed to conventional languages, where spoken 

communication is primary and written word is learned, the Internet is a specific 

medium which bases on written communication. The scope of Internet 

Linguistics includes both the transformation of the English language itself, but 

also the modification and loosening of other languages’ orthography and 

grammar.  
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This relaxation of linguistic rules outrages conservatively inclined linguists. 

Especially at the beginning of its emergence, many advocated the view that 

Internet slang is a truly catastrophic corruption of language133 existing to mask 

intellectual laziness and that it must be halted134. John Humphrys even compared 

it to vandalism, doing to our language what Genghis Khan did to his neighbors 

800 years ago… pillaging our punctuation; savaging our sentences; raping our 

vocabulary135. However, Crystal counters these claims and argues that Internet 

slang deserves the status of a separate linguistic entity, rather than a corrupted 

version of conventional language. It has been described as Netspeak 136 , 

Weblish137, Digilect138, Emailese, Textese, Internetese139, and others.  

Even though all of the above terms are (more or less frequently) used in the 

field of Internet linguistics, this paper adopts the term Internetese. The terms 

Emailese and Textese refer to particular means of transmission (e-mail and SMS, 

respectively) and Weblish bearsthe connotation of referring particularly to 

English-based slang (cf. Spanglish, Japlish, etc.). Internetese, on the other hand, 

is inclusive of all online varieties of CMC; it can function as an umbrella term 

for all language varieties that originate, develop and thrive online. For these 

reasons, this term seems to be most fitting in the context of this dissertation.  

The transformation of languages under the influence of the Internet has been 

noticeable in multiple regions of the world. The specifics of particular 

Interneteses vary greatly from language to language as they draw on individual 

characteristics of their respective linguistic systems. To analyse all of these 

varieties is beyond the scope of this paper, therefore only English-based and 

Japanese-based Interneteses will be analysed and compared. 

One of the distinctive features of Internetese is spontaneity. Especially in case 

of simultaneous (synchronous) communication, fast typing is required to 

maintain continuous flow of the conversation. Abbreviations and acronyms 
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started evolving to accommodate this need, and they have been named as the 

most prominent characteristics of CMC language140 . In contrast, traditional 

written language is generally less rushed and allows editing – ideally resulting 

in correct orthography, richer vocabulary and more complex syntactic 

structures 141 . Internetese is more forgiving of linguistic errors or imperfect 

grammar, therefore to some extent it mimics speech more closely than literary 

written language. 

However, in contrast to spoken word, text-based forum conversations and 

Instant Messaging are fundamentally limited in the aspect of expressing 

nonverbal features of language, including paralinguistics (pitch, intonation, 

pauses, speed of speech, etc.) and extralinguistics (facial expressions, gestures, 

proximity, etc.) 142 . In 1982, Scott Fahlman of Carnegie Mellon University 

observed that the inability of CMC to convey emotion often hampered 

communication and led to confusion. He came up with a smiley face :-) which 

he posted on his university’s Computer Science BBS. 

I propose that the following character sequence for joke markers: : -). Read 

it sideways. Actually, it is probably more economical to mark things that are 

NOT jokes, given current trends. For this, use :-(143. 

This string of characters is assumed to be the precursor of today’s emoticons 

(portmanteau formed from the words emotion and icon)144. Nowadays, visual 

cues have evolved into a nearly autonomous, complex lexicon and became  

a staple of Internetese. Depending on the region of origin and visual traits, 

different types of emoticons are distinguished: Western, Eastern, and ASCII 

art145. The latter two are discussed in detail later in this chapter. 

Similarly to conventional languages, CMC (including but not limited to 

Internetese) has been observed to be consistent with Zipf’s Principle of Least 

Effort. Within the context of this dissertation, Zipf’s principle translates into the 

inclination of Internetese speakers to type in a way that is as efficient as possible 

– developing an elaborate system of abbreviations, skipping on punctuation etc. 

It should be noted, however, that there exists a limit to the compression  
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of language: excessive contraction may lead to misunderstanding, and ultimately 

require more effort in trying to clarify the message146. 

In early days of CMC, the tendency to economise stemmed from space 

constraints and high costs of texting or paging147, forcing users to maximise the 

information content in minimal space. With the birth of online communication, 

these restrictions gradually loosened, but verbal reductionism persisted. Now,  

it was the need for speedy message exchange that grew in importance, especially 

in synchronous messaging. In the late 1990s, a unique lect emerged on AOL 

Instant Messenger (AIM), labelled AOL Speak; it employed truncated words, 

abbreviations and shortenings, as well as non-standard spelling (consonant 

writing, letter homophones and number homophones – all further elaborated later 

in the chapter)148. (fig. 4149). 

 

Fig. 4. Examples of abbreviations used on AOL IM 

(AIMAwayMessages, 2005) 
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Fig. 5. The phrase “example phrase” encoded into Leetspeak via 

an online leet generator using the settings: 

1. basic leet 

2. advanced leet 

3. ultimate leet 

(Ecker, 2010) 

However, practicality and necessity to abbreviate are not the sole reasons for 

the existence of Internet slang. Varieties of Internetese have also become a tool 

to highlight the speakers’ affiliation to certain social groups. This is analogous 

to the first stages of conventional language change – it occurs within particular 

social groups, establishing a contrast between speakers of the vernacular and 

users of the standard language. In offline language as well as Internetese, the 

processes of language change are closely linked to the insider-outsider 

dichotomy. 

Another creative slang that emerged on BBS was called Leetspeak. Its name 

derives from the word elite, as the code was initially used to exchange hidden 

messages  between online multiplayer gamers, to circumvent text filters and 

cover up illegal activity.150  Also known as eleet or 1337, the code employs 

phonetic respellings (such as kewl for cool) and deliberate misspellings (pwned 

for owned, i.e. defeated, conquered, pranked), as well as uses digits or ASCII 

characters instead of letters (1337 for leet; n00b for noob/newbie; pr0n for 

pornography) (fig. 5151). The purpose of Leetspeak was to create exclusive cant 

(hence the name) and to deepen the gap between insiders and noobs. Nowadays, 

while some abbreviations made their way into the wider Internetese lexicon (like 

b4 for before), Leetspeak is generally regarded as silly and used in a joking 

manner. 

The chief purpose of AOL Speak was to adapt to the specific conditions  

of its technological environment – character limit and fast-paced nature of IM 

communication. The purpose of Leetspeak and similar varieties, on the other 

hand, is to deliberately obfuscate standard language and emphasise the 
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distinctness of the speakers’ community. In such cases, Internetese can provide 

a sense of belonging to a closed subculture: people whose knowledge of slang is 

inappropriate or outdated are often labeled as outsiders152. The ever-increasing 

commercialisation of Leetspeak and the public’s familiarisation with it forces 

the elite to continually alter the slang in order to restore its unintelligibility to 

those unfamiliar with it. 

2.3. Modern Internetese 

Modern Internetese is widely used and understood by active Internet users.  

It does not obfuscate the language to the extent that Leetspeak does, and except 

for some acronyms it is not particularly difficult to decipher by a fluent English 

speaker. Many classifications of features typical of modern-day CMC/ Interne-

tese have been made, e.g. by Sindoni153, Crystal154, and Al-Kadi and Ahmed155. 

Based on their findings, the following categories can be identified: 

1. Spelling: 

1. deliberate manipulation of capital or lowercase letters  

WAIT ARE YOU SERIOUS?;  

i dig it; 

2. non-standard spelling:  

1. letter homophones/phonetic respellings 

ur (you are or your) 

i luv u (I love you);  

2. duplicating letters 

whaaaaat? 

wooow 

3. number homophones: 

b4 (before) 

UR2GR82B4GOT10 (You are too great to be forgotten) 

4. truncation, abbreviations 

fam (family – referring to a friend, a buddy156) 

bro, bruh (brother) 
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5. consonant writing: 

srsly (seriously) 

thx (thanks) 

3. acronyms/initialisations 

LOL (Laughing Out Loud) 

brb ([I’ll] Be Right Back) 

2. Punctuation: 

1. reduplicating punctuation 

what???? 

2. punctuation minimalism  

Following the principle of minimal effort and space restriction present 

in many IM media, punctuation marks are often omitted in casual CMC. 

Punctuation proves dispensable in most casual instant messages, unless 

it would drastically change the meaning of the sentence. 

Hey whats up 

yall crazy bruh 

3. replacing punctuation with emoticons or emoji; they are typically 

present in between different clauses of a sentence or at the end of the 

sentence157  

hi ☺ 

omg 😂 what 😂 

3. Descriptions of actions and states of mind by using verbs/nouns/etc – often 

between angle brackets, asterisks or other punctuation marks 

*facepalm* (placing one’s hand on the forehead in exasperation) 

<wheezing> (laughing); 

4. Onomatopoeias – employing universally recognised onomatopoeic 

expressions standing for attitudes, feelings and emotional comments 

ugh;  

ummmm…; 

hahaha; 

5. Visual cues: 

1. emoticons – textual representations of moods or facial expressions, 

rotated 90 degrees anti-clockwise 

XD – laughing, wide grin (X – closed eyes, D – big smile) 

<3 – heart 

2. emoji  

😂 – crying from laughter 
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🔥 – fire, used to symbolise something exciting, fierce etc. 

3. ASCII art 

     __ 

      (___()'`; 

      /,    /` 

      \\"--\\ --  dog158 

 

 

2.4. Criticisms. Internet slang – saboteur of literacy? 

Language change is a phenomenon expected of all languages, and the 

emergence of slang is a natural dynamic process 159 . However, Internetese  

is unique from conventional languages’ slangs in the sense that its dispersion 

tends to occur more rapidly. The progress of technology and the development  

of new media allowed for almost anyone to contribute to online content. In the 

past, one of the only ways for slang to spread was with the word of mouth as 

language in traditional media is moderated160. Nowadays, the dispersion happens 

at light speed. Smartphones and computers accompany their users throughout the 

day, blurring the lines between being online and offline. The prevalence of and 

the accessibility to CMC mean, that oftentimes active Internet users have more 

interactions online than in real life. The unprecedented constant access to the 

online world might be the reason why the presence of Internet slang is so 

pronounced, and why its seeping into spoken language incites so much 

controversy. Internetese is often treated with contempt and has been said to 

sabotage and contaminate literary language.161   

The choice of language variety depending on the situation is called 

appropriacy162 or stylistic appropriateness163. It is determined by social context, 
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audience, and emotional charge suitable for the circumstances. A common 

argument put forward by the opponents of Internetese (usually linguists inclined 

towards prescriptivism or elderly conservatives) is that its excessive use hinders 

the youth’s abilities to differentiate between appropriate registers, especially  

in formal and academic situations164. The use of incomprehensible slang words 

often agitates them, as it may create a language gap between those who are 

familiar with slang and those who are not. Furthermore, the dependence  

on autocorrect is believed to inhibit speakers’ practice of appropriate spelling 

and orthography, thus contributing to ignorance and sloppiness. However, it has 

been debated that regardless of the frequency of non-standard language use, 

people are able to retain the appropriacy of their speech in environments that 

require it165.  

Crystal points out that in contemporary quick culture the process of slang 

change is indeed quicker than ever, but also very ephemeral, so it does not 

drastically affect the language as a whole. Language transformation still occurs, 

but progresses at its natural (much slower) pace. In addition, the Internet is not 

the first new medium to have influenced language – with every progress  

in technology and broadcasting, an influx of new words and phrases seeps into 

the lexical stock.166 Despite that, neologisms are rarely officially accepted as part 

of the dictionary: to even be considered eligible, they must be actively used for 

a long period of time and widely understood.167 Occasional integrations to the 

language are certainly interesting for sociolinguists as they add to the languages’ 

expressive capacity, but Crystal stresses that it is too early to say whether the 

Internet will have any long-lasting effects on linguistic structures. He argues that 

there is no reason to fear for the purity of language because the prevalence  

of slang only affects the lexicon, while the fundamentals of language, such as 

grammar or phonology, remain unchanged. 168  Furthermore, as the language  

of Internet is primarily graphic, not spoken, most transformations are barely 

noticeable in everyday speech.169 
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2.5. Japanese Internet and social change 

Japan’s road to establishing its place in the online world has been full  

of obstacles. Inappropriate funding and infrastructure, as well as the attitude  

of the government and the public, contributed to why the spread of Internet  

in Japan was slower than that in other developed nations. 

It was not until 1984 that the first dial-up modem service operating over 

public phone lines was established at Tokyo Institute of Technology. The 

network, called JUNET (Japan University Network), connected the computers 

of three universities in Tokyo. Initially, it served exclusively faculty members 

for academic purposes 170 , but the capability to send messages containing 

Japanese characters immediately proved a great success. Soon, JUNET gathered 

over 700 institutions. In 1988, a grass-root project named WIDE (Widely 

Integrated Distributed Environment) was established, whose aim was to link 

Japan’s local networks and connect the country internationally171. 

Up until 1985, domestic Internet service was monopolised by the govern-

ment-owned Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation (NTT) which 

imposed high costs of leased line circuit connections, as well as rigid restrictions 

on the use of the Internet. This led the Internet Initiative Japan (IIJ) to appeal for 

financial support to commercial corporations like Sony and Canon172. Despite 

the government’s initial opposition to the idea of embracing American network 

structures173, Japan was internationally connected by 1989174. However, Japa-

nese government officials advised a cautious approach towards the Internet, 

which they perceived as an unreliable place – a toy for computer nerds, rather 

than a tool for self-respecting researchers. This attitude of the government was  

a major setback which hindered the spread of the Internet in Japan175. 

The breakthrough came in 1992, when The International Networking Confe-

rence was held in Kobe. The meeting discussed miscellaneous matters concern-

 
170  Aizu, I. (1998). Internet in Japan in Asian Context. [online] Asia Network Research. 

Available at: http://www.anr.org/web/html/archive/old/html/output/98/PAN98_e.htm [Accessed 

19 Mar. 2019]. 
171 JPNIC Archives. (2018). The Internet Timeline. [online] Available at: https://www.nic.ad. 

jp/timeline/en/ [Accessed 19 Mar. 2019]. 
172  Aizu, I. (1998). Internet in Japan in Asian Context. [online] Asia Network Research. 

Available at: http://www.anr.org/web/html/archive/old/html/output/98/PAN98_e.htm [Accessed 

19 Mar. 2019]. 
173 Johnstone, B. (1994). Wiring Japan. [online] WIRED. Available at: https://www.wired. 

com/1994/02/wiring-japan/ [Accessed 19 Mar. 2019]. 
174 Murai, J. (2015). The Birth and Evolution of the Internet in Japan. [online] nippon.com. 

Available at: https://www.nippon.com/en/features/c01905/the-birth-and-evolution-of-the-inter-
net-in-japan.html [Accessed 19 Mar. 2019]. 

175  Aizu, I. (1998). Internet in Japan in Asian Context. [online] Asia Network Research. 

Available at: http://www.anr.org/web/html/archive/old/html/output/98/PAN98_e.htm [Accessed 
19 Mar. 2019]. 
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ing the Internet, including social issues. This overview of various perspectives 

revealed to the Japanese the full extent of possibilities and merits which Internet 

had to offer – not only academia, but also entertainment and community 

building. In the same year, commercial use of the Internet was allowed176. Now, 

the Japanese were not limited to exchanging domestic e-mails – they could also 

participate in global communities. 

In the light of rapid globalisation and commercialisation of electronic 

networks, Japanese PC manufacturers adopted the catch-phrase Let us play with 

and enjoy the Internet! 177  To facilitate Japan's transition to the new phase  

of modernisation and to provide the public with a comprehensible source  

of information, Internet Magazine was founded in 1994178. The Internet in Japan 

received an ultimate boost in popularity in November 1995 when Microsoft 

released Windows 95, the first commercial operating system aimed at the 

masses, hailed as the most remarkable software in history. 179  In December,  

インターネット intānetto (Internet) was named one of the top 10 words of the 

year180. 

By the end of the century, many developed nations had already computerised 

their administrative systems. The Japanese government realised the urgency  

of emulating these countries’ modernisation process: in the year 2000, then 

Prime Minister Yoshiro Morie announced the e-Japan strategy, and four months 

later the IT Basic Act was passed in an effort to expand the commercial use of 

the Internet and to computerise government, banking and schooling services181. 

Today, online communication plays a pivotal role in the Japanese society. As 

of 2018, almost all Japanese millennials own a smartphone182 . 91% of the 

 
176 JPNIC Archives. (2018). The Internet Timeline. [online] Available at: https://www.nic. 
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population use the Internet every day, and this proportion has remained constant 

for more than a decad183. As much as 56% of the Japanese population (parti-

cularly people in their 20s and 30s) use social media – a number growing  

by 10–20% each year. The average amount of time spent online has increased 

from half an hour a day in 2011 to more than 4 hours in 2018184. The most popular 

social network is LINE (an IM service used by 80% of the population), followed 

by Twitter (42,8%) and Instagram (35,8%)185. 

2.6. History of Japanese Internetese  

Despite the fact that English was the first language of the Internet and it still 

holds the largest share of online content, other languages have been 

exponentially gaining ground with the rapid global spread of Internet 

connection186. The disproportion between English and non-English content is far 

less pronounced today than it used to be187 – 25,4% of content is in English, 

closely followed by Chinese (19,3%). The Japanese language is the seventh most 

popular language online, and has stayed in the top10 list since the year 2011188, 

experiencing a 152% growth in the last 18 years189. While this rate is much 

smaller than that of other languages in the ranking (which average about 

2000%190), it should be noted that Japanese is the only language on the list which 

is country-specific (i.e. is not a lingua franca or a post-colonial language).  

On the social network website Twitter, English content constitutes 50%, and 

Japanese is the second most popular language (19,1%)191. 

 
183 Statista. (2018). Japan: internet usage frequency 2018. [online] Available at: https://www. 

statista.com/statistics/683622/japan-internet-usage-frequency/ [Accessed 19 Mar. 2019]. 
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2.6.1. Pager culture 

One of the first instances of modern Japanese CMC can be traced back to the 

late 1960s and early 1970s when NTT advertised pagers with numerical displays 

to facilitate communication between parents and school children. It was not long 

before youngsters started using wordplay (語呂合わせ, goroawase) drawing  

on the various readings of digits to exchange messages on their pokeberu (pocket 

bells) (fig. 6192). Japanese, Sino-Japanese, and English readings of numerals 

approximated the fifty syllables of the Japanese phonetic system193. For example: 

39 – san kyū → thank you194. 

14106 – en. I; shi; en. ten; roku → aishiteru, I love you 

888 – hachi hachi hachi → hahaha 

2.6.2. Gyaru-moji (ギャル文字) 

Even after the dissolution of pager culture, the tendency of electronic device 

holders to use slang persisted. With growing popularity of mobile phones 

 
192 Koichi (2011). Goroawase: Japanese Numbers Wordplay. How to remember Japanese 

telephone numbers. [online] Tofugu. Available at: https://www.tofugu.com/japanese/goroawase-
japanese-numbers-wordplay/ [Accessed 3 Mar. 2019]. 

193 Nakayama, S. (2005). From PC to Mobile Internet — Overcoming the Digital Divide in 

Japan. In: Z. Babeer, ed., CyberAsia: The Internet And Society in Asia. Leiden: Brill, p. 8. 
194 Ibidem. 

digit kun’yomi on’yomi 
English-derived 

pronunciation 

0 まる maru, ま ma れい rei, れ re 
オ o, ゼロ zero,  

ゼ ze 

1 ひと hitotsu, hito, hi いち ichi, い i ワン wan 

2 
ふたつ futatsu, ふた futa,  

ふ fu 
に ni ツーtsū, トォーtо̄ 

3 みつ mitsu, み mi さん san, さ sa スリ－surī 

4 よん yon, よ yo, よつ yotsu し shi フォーfо̄ 

5 いつつ itsutsu, いつ itsu ご go, こ ko ファイブ faibu 

6 むつ mutsu, む mu ろく roku, ろ ro シックス shikkusu 

7 
なな nana, ななつ nanatsu, 

な na 
しち shichi セブン sebun 

8 やつ yatsu, や ya はち hachi, は ha, ば ba エイト eito 

9 ここのつ kokonotsu, こ ko 
きゅう kyū, きゅ kyu, く
ku 

ナイン nain 

10 とお too じゅう jū, じ ji テン ten, テ te  

Fig. 6. Common readings of numerals used for goroawase. 

Adapted from: https://www.tofugu.com/japanese/goroawase-japanese-

numbers-wordplay/ 
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towards the end of the 1990s, a cant (cryptolect) was invented and typically 

associated with high school girls, who used it to send messages that would  

be indecipherable to parents195. For this reason, it is popularly referred to as  

ギャル文字  or ギャル語  (gyaru-moji/gyaru-go, girl characters/language)  

(fig. 7196, fig. 8197). The characteristic feature of gyaru-moji is that it places  

a heavy emphasis on the visual aspect of the Japanese language. It replaces native 

scripts with strings of characters that visually resemble the original kana. In case 

of characters which are comprised of left and right components, a look-alike 

substitution is made for each of them. To do that, gyaru-moji utilises digits, 

mathematical symbols, and miscellaneous Unicode characters.  

For example:  

け→ (十 

そ→ ξ 

ろ (ロ)→ 回 

Furthermore, it might disassemble kanji which are composed of multiple 

radicals, and/or modify their components. For example: 

語 → 言吾 

性格 → 小生木各 

名前 → タ〇前 

However, Miller (2011) points out that while gyaru-moji originated as a tool 

for secrecy, it also bears a meta-message: it acts as a marker of gender and 

generational affiliation, and is a sign of affection, since typing it can take twice 

as long as inputting the same sentiment in standard Japanese198. Moreover, there 

is a huge number of combinations to build a word in gyaru-moji, so further 

subgroups may emerge as a result of individual conventions for personalising the 

script. 

  

 
195 Japan Times. (2005). Japanese girls devise their own written language. [online] Available 

at: http://www.kanjiclinic.com/kc69final.htm [Accessed 19 Mar. 2019]; Miller, L. (2011). 
Subversive script and novel graphs in Japanese girls’ culture. Language & Communication, 31(1), 

p. 16. 
196 B, R. (2013). Gyaru-go. The language of the mysterious and elusive creature: the gal. 

[online] Tofugu. Available at: https://www.tofugu.com/japanese/gyaru-go/ [Accessed 2 Apr. 
2019]. 

197 Miller, L. (2011). Subversive script and novel graphs in Japanese girls’ culture. Language 

& Communication, 31(1), p. 22. 
198 Ibidem. 
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Fig. 7. Gyaru-moji conversion chart 

Adapted from: https://www.tofugu.com/japanese/gyaru-go/ 

 

 

Fig. 8. Gyaru-moji chart in a girl’s magazine 

(Miller, L., 2011, p. 22) 
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2.6.3. Kusachū-go (クサチュー語) 

A very similar cant called kusachū-go (クサチュー語 or 勹廾千ｭ―言吾) 

emerged among members of BBS communities, especially 2channeru.net  

(２ちゃんねる). The slang’s name comes from the phrase 腐れ厨房 (kusare-

chūbō) which on itself is a play on homophonous kanji. The kanji 厨房 chūbō 

mean kitchen, but 中坊 chūbō (same pronunciation) means junior high kid. 厨房 

chūbō is therefore used as slang for someone who makes childish posts, a dimwit. 

腐れ kusare means rotten, so 腐れ厨房 kusare-chūbō and クサチュウー語 

kusachū-go are both derogatory phrases. However, they have been reclaimed by 

members of BBS communities. 

While sharing many of the same characteristics as gyaru-moji, kusachū-go 

adds an extra plane of wordplay by harnessing the homophonous nature of the 

Japanese lexicon. Similarly to gyaru-moji, kusachū-go substitutes characters for 

similar-looking kana, kanji or special characters, for example: 

升 from チート chīto (cheater) 

b4k4 from バカ baka (idiot) 

The popularity of gyaru-moji and kusachū-go has been in decline, and these 

slangs are often treated with contempt by the wider public. However, they are 

exemplary of the fact that modern sociolects used as means to express group 

affiliation persist, despite shifts in preferred communication mediums199. 

2.6.4. ASCII art and Kaomoji (顔文字) 

A major limitation of original BBS was that they were text-based and would 

not allow posting images. To bypass this restriction, users of Internet fora 

invented a complex system of using only 95 characters of standard ASCII set. 

These images that could be displayed on most computers gave rise to the ASCII 

art genre.  

On Japanese websites, ASCII art (アスキーアート askī āto) evolved to draw 

from Shift-JIS (Japanese Industrial Standard used to encode Japanese 

characters), as well as Unicode. As both of these offered a larger selection of 

characters, they could be used to type out elaborate illustrations that [were] 

often closer to editorial cartoons than emoticons200. Kaomoji (顔文字, ‘face 

characters’) were popularised as a richer alternative to Western-style emoticons; 

they use a variety of characters and are upright, as opposed to rotated to the side. 

 
199 Katayama, L. (2008). A Brief Tour of the Japanese Web. [online] WIRED. Available at: 

https://www.wired.com/2008/05/mf-japaneseweb/ [Accessed 19 Mar. 2019]. 
200 Katayama, L. (2008) Meet Hiroyuki Nishimura, the Bad Boy of the Japanese Internet. 

[online] WIRED. Available at: https://www.wired.com/2008/05/mf-hiroyuki/?currentPage=all 
[Accessed 10 Mar. 2019] 
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For example, the kaomoji (ノ ಠ益 ಠ)ノ彡┻━┻  uses: 

• standard brackets,  

• ノ, 彡 (katakana no and mi); 

• 益 (kanji eki, ‘benefit’); 

• ಠ (Dravidian Kannada language letter ṭha201); 

• ┻, ━ (Unicode box building characters202). 

2.6.5. Emoji (絵文字) 

Mobile phones in Japan (携帯 keitai, ‘something to be carried’) came into 

fashion in the mid-1990s. Due to a marketing war between NTT and Personal 

Handyphone System which followed the privatisation of hardware industry, the 

devices were extremely cheap and quickly gained popularity, especially among 

the youth. Although screens were capable of displaying Japanese characters and 

not only digits, the space was still limited and services such as calling and texting 

were rather costly, so the youth once again reverted to very shortened messaging203. 

Although kaomoji quickly gained ground on computer websites, it was 

bothersome and costly to enter these multiple-character strings on mobile phone 

keyboards. In 1999, Kurita Shigetaka, an NTT employee, designed a set of 176 

small (12×12 pixel) images to represent emotions that were impossible to convey 

through text alone (fig. 9204). He emphasised that he had felt it was especially 

significant in the case of Japanese language, where short forms imposed by CMC 

forced the abandonment of verbosity typical for traditional personal letters. The 

sender’s sentiments of sympathy were compromised without honorific suffixes 

and ornate expressions, and a need arose to find a way to convey them within the 

250-character limit205.  

  

 
201  Kannada. (2009). Omniglot [online] Available at: https://www.omniglot.com/writing/ 

kannada.htm [Accessed 28 Apr. 2019] 
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in Japan. In: Z. Babeer, ed., CyberAsia: The Internet And Society in Asia. Leiden: Brill, p. 8. 
204 Prisco, J. (2018) Shigetaka Kurita: The man who invented emoji [online] CNN Style. 

Available at: https://edition.cnn.com/style/article/emoji-shigetaka-kurita-standards-manual/index. 
html [Accessed 28 Apr. 2019]. 

205 Blagdon, M. (2013). How emoji conquered the world. [online] The Verge. Available at: 
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Fig. 9. Kurita’s original design ideas for emoji.  

(CNN Style, 2013)  

 

 

Fig. 10 The original 176 emoji  

(CNN Style, 2018) 

Kurita’s digital pictographs, which he called emoji (絵文字 , ‘picture 

characters’), were inspired by manga and street signs. They depicted facial 
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expressions, animals, and abstract symbols (fig. 10206). Emoji were an enormous 

success and the idea was immediately copied by other Japanese telecom 

companies, but it was not until 2010 that they were standardised and incorporated 

into Unicode. Nowadays, most smartphones are by default equipped with  

a frequently updated emoji keyboard, and there are more than 3 thousand emoji 

to choose from.207, 208 

2.7. Japanese online communities  

Japanese is the only major language of the Internet that is limited to one 

country, as opposed to English, Spanish, or Chinese which are spoken 

internationally. This makes Japanese online communities distinctly Japanese 

cultural spac209. Japanese Internetese is much more than a tool for communi-

cation – it is inextricably linked to cultural and ethnic identity and constitutes  

a fundamental part of nihonjinron. This gap between Japanese Internet and the 

rest of the world is highlighted by the uniqueness of the Japanese script system 

– further reinforcing the sense of closed community, an ‘us vs. them’ contrast.  

Arguably one of the most prominent examples of Japanese online 

communities is the BBS platform 2channeru (henceforth 2ch). It is the largest 

text-board, as well as one of the top visited websites in Japan, receiving on 

average more than 3.5 million views a day210. Its popularity inspired 4chan, an 

analogical English-language BBS.  

The Japanese online community culture as we know it today can be traced 

back to 1999, when 2ch was set up by then Arizona-based student Hiroyuki 

Nishimura. He created the website to see what would happen if netizens were 

given a cyberspace to voice opinions anonymously. 

Joi Ito proposes that it is the anonymity that made 2ch popular in Japan.  

It was the perfect refuge for those dissatisfied with life due to constant stress, 

ever-present focus on hierarchy, social rules and rigid conventions. The people 

of Japan who pass each other wordlessly on the way to work each day suddenly 

realized they had a lot to talk about, he states. They could argue, berate, 

 
206 Kelly, P. (2018). Emojis: A Story that Began in Japan. [online] Japan Forward. Available 
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html [Accessed 28 Apr. 2019]. 
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Channeru’. New Media Society, 10(6). 
210 SimilarWeb (2019). 5ch.net March 2019 Overview. [online] Available at: https://www.similar-

web.com/website/5ch.net#overview [Accessed 10 Mar. 2019] 
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complain, insult, opine, free-associate, joke around, and revel in their ability to 

entertain one other as a completely anonymous collective211. 

Indeed, it is the anonymity of 2ch that makes the community unique. Without 

profile pictures, post counters or popularity meters, there is virtually no distin-

ction between committed and occasional users. They can only be judged from 

their language, including whether they understand the 2ch-specific slang and use 

it appropriately. If they are familiar with expressions indecipherable for 

outsiders, they assert their status as regular users of the forum, securing their 

place within the community212. A similar phenomenon was observed in case  

of gyaru-moji: the ability to understand Japanese schoolgirls’ cant clearly 

separated their friend circle from the rest213. Being well-versed in the “lingo” 

allows users to mark themselves as members of the community and expect to be 

accepted as such. Due to the strong sense of fellowship expressed through jargon 

specific to this space, 2ch is a fascinating field for linguistic research.  

An example of a dissonance between 2ch community and the public was the 2013 

government report on Internet slang words named Linguistic communication for 

mutual understanding (分かり合うための言語コミュニケーション wakariau 

tame no gengo komyunikēshon).214 The National Language Subcommittee of the 

Agency for Cultural Affairs issued the report to bring awareness to the problem 

of youth slang deepening the generation gap. Their objective was to discourage 

the youth from using unintelligible slang in formal situations or while communi-

cating with the elderly215. One example of Internetese that the Subcommittee 

used was the word お k (OK), which was met with ridicule in 2ch community. 

Below are examples of mocking posts that flooded discussion boards216: 
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15 年くらい前チャットでよく使ってた 15 nen kurai mae chatto de yoku 

tsukatta – I used it a lot on chats 15 years ago 

wwwwww お k？！wwwwwwwwwww – <laughing> ‘お k’?! <laughing> 

10 年前の話題かな？ 10 nen mae no wadai ka na? – Is this a topic from 

10 years ago? 

Some phrases that stemmed from this seemingly secluded community seeped 

into the mainstream slang, both online and offline 217 . However, due to the 

ephemeral nature of the Internet jargon where words constantly emerge and 

disappear, it often so happens that by the time a phrase reaches the public, it has 

already become outdated. There is a saying 意味わかればオタク imi wakareba 

otaku (If you can understand this, you are a nerd) which illustrates that only 

regular users of BBS and online fora are able to keep up to date with the fleeting 

slang. For outsiders who are not immersed in the online communities, it remains 

foreign. 

Words that had made it to mainstream but have already fallen out of use 

online are called オワコン (owakon, abbreviation of 終わったコンテンツ 

owatta kontentsu, lit. finished content)218. The same phrase is used in reference 

to all obsolete things – for example, video games that became big hits in the past 

but nobody plays anymore, or comedians who used to be popular but are 

irrelevant now219. A newer version of the phrase オワコン is わず (wazu, from 

en. was), described in the third chapter of this work. 

The spread of the Internet has had a great impact on communication practices 

of netizens from Japan and the rest of the world. Due to globalisation and the 

resulting intercultural contact, slangs which emerged within particular cultures 

started merging, which lead to the creation of Internet-based language amalgams. 

This was also the case with Japanese Internetese, which quickly adopted various 

English words and expressions in a manner similar to conventional language 

borrowing. The following chapter of this work investigates the features  

of Japanese Internetese and compares and contrasts them with these of English 

Internetese, as well as investigates the similarities and differences between 

Internet-based and conventional borrowing processes. 

  

 
217  Bujko, J. (2011). Japoński Slang Internetowy Wywodzący Się z 2-channeru na Tle 

Współczesnego Języka Japońskiego. Bachelor's Thesis. Uniwersytet Jagielloński. p. 6. 
218  生活百科 . (2018). オワコンとはどういう意味？使い方と例を紹介 . [online] 

Available at: https://seikatsu-hyakka.com/archives/39817 [Accessed 19 Mar. 2019]. 
219  Takashi’s Japanese Dictionary (Takashionary). (2018). オワコン  (owakon): Japanese 

Internet slang meaning "old-fashioned". [online] Available at: https://takashionary.com/owakon/ 

[Accessed 19 Mar. 2019]. 
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CHAPTER 3:  

JAPANESE INTERNET SLANG AND ANGLICISMS 

3.1. Features of Japanese Internetese 

CMC is largely based on written rather than spoken word, so Japanese and 

English Interneteses alike heavily rely on the visual aspects of language. 

However, while it is possible to draw parallels between the two, Japanese 

Internetese, or 打ち言葉 uchi-kotoba (typed language), is essentially different 

to Latin script-based slangs. Occurrences of Japanese Internetese are compared 

to the loose categories used in section 2.3 to classify English Internetese: 

spelling, punctuation, and emotive descriptions. 

I. Spelling: 

1. deliberate use of capital or lowercase letters 

Japanese scripts do not distinguish between lowercase and capital letters 

like Latin script does. Instead, small kana is used to modify the 

pronunciation of the preceding sound (for example, ちや is pronounced 

chiya whereas ちゃ  is pronounced cha). However, this distinction 

between small and full-size kana is used for ornamental purposes in 

CMC, regardless of its actual linguistic purpose. This is less frequent in 

Japanese than in English, as the possibility of using small characters is 

limited to ten graphemes: あ/ぁ a; い/ぃ i; う/ぅ u; え/ぇ e; お/ぉ o; つ

/っ tsu; や/ゃ ya; ゆ/ゅ yu; よ/ょ yo; わ/ゎ wa220.  

Small kana is used instead of full-size characters for aesthetics: 

かわいぃ kawaii (かわいい kawaii – cute) – downsized い  

i character. 

Conversely, small kana can be capitalised: 

りようかい riyoukai (りょうかい ryōkai – OK, understood, 

roger that)  – capitalised ょ yo. 

Small kana is added to syllables to represent prolonged ending vowel:  

行くぅぅー ikuuu— (行く iku – coming!) – prolonged u vowel 

of the syllable く ku. 

Scaled down versions of characters are used for emotive emphasis  

工エェェエ工！ (eeeeee!) – exclamation.  

2. non-standard spelling: 

Phonetic marks such as chōonpu (長音符) and sokuon (促音) are used 

as an alternative to small kana to indicate the lengthening of sounds  

 
220  Sakai, N. (2018). The Language of a Computer-Mediated Communication in Japan: 

Mobile-Phone E-Mail. Modern Applied Science, 12(5), p. 51. 
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or duplicating characters. Such manipulation is not limited to Internet 

slang, but it often occurs in comics and pop culture as well.  

Chōonpu symbol (prolonged sound mark: ー) and wave dash (〜) are 

used after vowel-ending characters or instead of long vowels to indicate 

prolonging out of the preceding vowel or changing the pitch, for 

example to accentuate the emotional load of utterances or create a ‘cute’ 

effect. 

わぁぁー waa— (wow!),  

だいじょ〜ぶ  daijo~bu, instead of だいじょうぶ  daijōbu 

(alright).  

Note that chōonpu appears alongside hiragana script, whereas 

traditionally it is used only with katakana. 

Sokuon symbol (the geminate consonant っ) is used for emphasis before 

a consonant:  

日本はもっっっっっのすっっっっっっっごく治安がいい221 

Nihon wa monnnnnnosugggggggoku chi’an ga ii (Japan is very, 

very safe); 

or at the end of a word as a glottal stop to indicate abruptness of the 

utterance: 

よしっ yoshi- (Okay. Alright. – determination) 

えっ！？ (E-!? – surprise) 

3. numerical wordplay 

Analogously to number homophones that were popularised in pager 

culture, Japanese Internetese also harnesses the phonetic value of certain 

digits to represent words. For example, the string of digits 888, which  

in pager culture symbolised laughter (ha-ha-ha from hachi-hachi-

hachi), changes meaning in contemporary Internetese. The syllable ha 

undergoes sequential voicing and becomes pa, producing pachi-pachi-

pachi (パチパチパチ), a mimetic expression for the sound of clapping. 

888 is written on bulletin boards to applaud a user for posting something 

funny or clever. Based on this pun, the phrases 777 and 999 emerged 

regardless of their phonetic value. 777 represents something that is not 

funny or clever enough to applaud (so it only got 7 ‘marks’ instead of 

8), whereas 999 expresses the opposite, meaning that something was 

even better than 888 would imply. 

 
221 Li, K. (2018). 日本と中国、住みやすい国はどっちですか？ [online] Quora. Available 

at: https://qr.ae/TWpQv8 [Accessed 9 Apr. 2019]. 
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4. truncation, abbreviation 

メシウマ meshi uma, derived from the phrase 他人の不幸で飯がうま

い tanin no fukō de meshi ga umai (My meal is delicious from the 

misfortune of others). It is used to describe the act of taking pleasure in 

watching other people’s failures, for instance:  

俺をいじめていた奴がボッチになってメシウマ boku wo 

ijimeteita yatsu ga bocchi ni natte meshi uma (The guy who used 

to bully me has become lonely and I am happy about it)222 

乙 otsu – the gō-on reading of the kanji for the second sign of Chinese 

calendar is used in Internet slang as an abbreviation of the phrase お疲

れ様でした  otsukare-sama deshita (good job). It can be used 

sarcastically to imply pity, as in: 

バカ乙 baka otsu (well done, idiot)  

ステマ乙  sutema otsu, from ステルスマーケティング 

suterusu māketingu (good job for the stealthy marketing) – 

written to expose a user’s undercover advertising. 

5. consonant writing  

Japanese Internetese uses rōmaji for its ability to represent consonant 

clusters. Phrases can be written entirely in Latin script, with effect 

similar to English consonant writing (to save space and time):  

kwsk (from 詳しく kuwashiku, in detail) – Details, please! 

Mixing of Japanese native writing systems with rōmaji also occurs – in 

this case, open syllables are written in kana, whereas rōmaji is used for 

lone consonants or consonant clusters: 

こ n kon (from こんにちは konnichiwa) – Good morning. 

6. acronyms and initialisations 

HK (from 話は変わるけど hanashi wa kawaru kedo) – This is 

offtopic, but…, used to change the topic of a conversation223.  

II. Punctuation: 

Traditionally, Japanese written language did not use punctuation marks 

except for the full stop symbol ( 。) derived from Old Chinese texts. 

This symbol, called 句点  kuten or まる  maru, marked the end of 

declarative or interrogative sentences (e.g. after the interrogative particle 

か ka), but even then it was optional. However, with language reforms 

of the Meiji period, the use of punctuation was standardised and Western 

punctuation symbols were introduced. With this change, symbols such 

 
222 Hsu, I. (2017). What are some Japanese internet slang words? [online] Quora. Available 

at: https://qr.ae/TWpQv5 [Accessed 19 Mar. 2019]. 
223 Hsu, I. (2017). What are some Japanese internet slang words? [online] Quora. Available 

at: https://qr.ae/TWpQv5 [Accessed 19 Mar. 2019]. 
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as exclamation and question marks became a part of written text and 

eventually Internetese. 

1. reduplicating punctuation 

Nowadays, excessive use of punctuation marks frequently appears in 

Japanese popular culture (in manga, in marketing etc.). In Internet slang, 

it is used to a similar extent as in one based on Latin script. It also serves 

a similar function of conveying strong emotion or imitating raised tone, 

e.g.: 

何？？？ nani??? (what???) 

とっても嬉しかった！！！  tottemo ureshikatta!!! (I am 

really glad!!!) 

2. punctuation minimalism 

The Japanese language naturally uses little punctuation, as it evolved not 

to contain it in written text. Therefore, punctuation is often omitted as it 

is usually not indispensable to the comprehensibility of a message. 

3. replacing punctuation marks  

When punctuation marks are omitted, they can be replaced with graphic 

characters, emoticons, or emotive expressions. Similarly to English 

Internetese, they appear especially at the end of sentence or to separate 

clauses224:  

ありがとう❤︎ arigatō (thank you) 

見ようと思っていますぅ〜🎶 miyō to omotteimasuu~ (I’m 

planning to watch it)225 

ちょ wwww 何これ www : cho- www nani kore www (wait— 

<laugh> what is this <laugh>) – from ちょっと待って、何こ

れ？ (chotto matte, nani kore? – wait a minute, what is this?) 

III. Onomatopoeia and descriptions or actions and states of mind.  

Onomatopoeic expressions and descriptions of states of mind were 

classified as separate categories in the categorisation of English 

Internetese chosen for this dissertation. 

In Japanese, the lexical stratum of onomatopoeias includes a wide 

spectrum of vocabulary. Not only is it used to imitate certain sounds 

(like tik-tok or boom! in English), but also as mimetics, to convey 

symbolism, emotional load, or manner of the described action or object. 

A flagship example of this is the mimetic expression symbolising silence 

 
224  Sakai, N. (2018). The Language of a Computer-Mediated Communication in Japan: 

Mobile-Phone E-Mail. Modern Applied Science, 12(5), p. 35. 
225 Pasfield-Neofitou, S. E. (2012). Online Communication in a Second Language: Social 

Interaction, Language Use, and Learning Japanese. chapter 1: Introduction. The Language of 
CMC. Available at: https://books.google.pl/books?id=m6HvMoOQd3oC [Accessed 9 Apr. 2019]. 
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(シーン  shīn) which almost contradicts the standard definition of 

onomatopoeia in the English language.  

Thus, onomatopoeic expressions overlap with descriptions of states of 

mind to such extent that they are merged into one category in this 

classification of Japanese Internet slang.  

Mimetics are often multiplied for emphasis: 

イライライライラ 226  ira-ira-ira-ira (イライラ  ira-ira – 

irritated); 

パクパクパクパク227 paku-paku-paku-paku (パクパク paku-

paku – gobble, eat); the closest equivalent in English Internetese 

is om-nom-nom). 

Mimetics can also be substituted with rōmaji, usually limed to 

consonants: 

wktk (pronounced wakuteka) – this term derives from the 

mimetic expressions わくわく waku-waku (excited) and てか

てか  teka-teka (shiny) and it means happily waiting for 

something pleasant to happen. 

To differentiate emotive descriptions from text, English Internetese uses 

asterisks or triangle brackets (e.g. *excited*, <laughing>). Japanese,  

on the other hand, uses parentheses around singular kanji, employing 

them for their symbolism. In fact, slang based around the imagery of 

kanji is a broad phenomenon in Japanese Internetese. This is substan-

tially different to English Internetese where there are few instances  

of language plays based solely on the visual aspect of script. Also, due 

to a smaller number of homophones in the English language compared 

to Japanese, there is little room for creativity around the ambiguity of 

pronunciation. Due to the extensiveness of visual play in Japanese 

Internet slang, it is analysed in a separate segment, Play on writing 

systems. 

3.1.1. Play on writing systems 

The Japanese lexicon contains a large number of homophonous words, which 

stems from its heavy saturation with Chinese borrowings. As a result, a large 

volume of ideograms is assigned to a relatively small number of phonemes  

(fig. 11) – in fact, there are only about 323 distinct on’yomi readings for the 1945 

 
226 みきぽんのじゆうちょう。(2018)【 暴言注意】イライライライライラ . [video] 

Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ubuWZSfy5LI [Accessed 19 Mar. 2019]. 
227 lil-mammy (2012). プチ旅行☆ [Blog] lil-mammy のブログ. Available at: https://ameblo. 

jp/lil-likya/entry-11375203990.html [Accessed 19 Mar. 2019]. 
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jōyō kanji228. The most common on’yomi reading しょう (shō) is assigned to 

about 77 characters229.  

 

Fig. 11. Different kanji with the on’yomi かんせい (kansei) 

Most compound kango are composed of two to three syllables – combined 

with the low variety in the number of possible Sino-Japanese pronunciations, this 

translates into a substantial number of homophones. 

Incorrect use of kanji due to the large volume of homophones can be  

a conscious choice. Japanese online community demonstrates a great deal  

of linguistic creativity by basing on this characteristic of the language. It has 

been shown by Bujko (2011) to be one of the most commonly used humorous 

techniques. By choosing an incorrect but homophonous kanji for a given context, 

a whole array of particular sociolinguistic means can be achieved. The author 

can highlight the contrast between Japanese concepts omote and ura – the 

presented concept vs. what is actually intended, the hidden meaning. By 

changing the kanji but not pronunciation, the idea is somewhat provided with  

a covert commentary. It allows for including great intellectual and emotional 

load in just a single lexeme. 

 

 

 

 
228  Funbit (2010). Кандзи, сгруппированные по ON чтениям и отсортированные по 

частоте встречаемости. [online] Funbit.info. Available at: http://funbit.info/kanji/readings/ 

on_table_by_freq.html [Accessed 19 Mar. 2019]. 
229 Ibidem. 
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Fig. 12. The process of inputting text in Mac OS 

 – a list of possible kanji with the on’yomi かんせい 

(kansei) 

In the early days of CMC, minimalism used to be essential due to limited 

space and large costs associated with sending voluminous messages. However, 

with increased access to technology and decreased restrictions, composing 

lengthy messages became less problematic. Yet, Zipf’s principle of language 

economy still finds application in Internetese, and can be observed in the 

phenomenon of homophonous kanji substitution.  

Most widely used Japanese IMEs work by producing hiragana upon phonetic 

input – for example, typing k + a produces the character か ka on the display. 

Keyboards with Japanese character layout exist as well, but they are not as 

widely used because that would ultimately require user to learn both Japanese 

and QWERTY layout. 

After phonetically inputting the desired phrase in roman letters, the IME will 

display a corresponding kanji character. Should it not be the intended one, the 

user can press the space bar to display a list with homophonic candidates and 

switch between them until the intended characters come up (fig. 12).  

When the user is writing quickly or sloppily, kanji can be misconverted. Since 

deleting the mistake and re-entering the phrase disturbs and prolongs the process 
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of writing230, the user may choose to ignore the mistake in hopes that the message 

will be understood in context.  

Alternatively, users may deliberately use incorrect kanji to add an additional 

semantic layer – a double meaning, a joke, or a comment. It is worth noting that 

oftentimes characters that users choose for this purpose are not on IME’s kanji 

priority list, so they require conscious effort to type. Also, in-depth grasp of kanji 

and their readings is necessary for performing such manipulations. For example, 

文科省 (monkashō, Ministry of Education) → 悶科省 (monkashō, Ministry 

of Agony) 

Here, the character 文  mon (literature, academia) was replaced by the 

homophonous 悶 mon (agony, worry) 

財務省 (zaimushō, Ministry of Finances) → 罪務省 (zaimushō, Ministry of 

Crime) 

The kanji 財 zai (wealth, assets) was replaced by the homophonous 罪 zai 

(crime, offence) 

Such choice of kanji may be indicative of the authors’ attitudes towards the 

current state of education in Japan and the financial transparency of the Japanese 

government.231 

Misconversion of certain kanji eventually becomes coined and used delibera-

tely to denote neologisms based on their phonetic value, regardless of actual 

semantics. While at first glance the use of these kanji might seem nonsense, 

regular Internet users or BBS members instantly recognise their context. For 

example, 

垢 (aka) – originally means filth, dirt, but is used to mean account (アカウ

ント akaunto) 

鯖 (saba) – the kanji means mackerel, but is used as a shortened form to 

replace sābā (サーバー, server) 

Below are more examples of using scripts or symbols for their visual value: 

orz – this sequence of Roman letters represents an image of a person 

touching their forehead to the floor in display of humility, resignation 

or deep embarrassment (dogeza in traditional Japanese etiquette)232. 

Also typed as ＿|￣|○, ORL, OTZ, etc.233 

 
230 Kul, M. (2007). The principle of least effort within the hierarchy of linguistic preferences: 

external evidence from English. Ph.D. Thesis. Uniwersytet Adama Mickiewicza w Poznaniu.  

p. 111. 
231 Bujko, J. (2011). Japoński Slang Internetowy Wywodzący Się z 2-channeru na Tle Współ-

czesnego Języka Japońskiego. Bachelor's Thesis. Uniwersytet Jagielloński. p. 20. 
232 Ibidem, p. 55. 
233  Know Your Meme. (2010). orz. [online] Available at: https://knowyourmeme.com/ 

memes/orz [Accessed 19 Mar. 2019]. 
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△ – the word triangle in Japanese is 三角 sankaku. However, it is often 

written as 三角形 sankaku-kei (triangular shape), which is pronounced 

similar to san kakkē (-san [hon.] is cool/handsome – kakkē being  

a colloquial pronunciation of the synonymous word kakkoii). therefore, 

the triangle pictogram can be typed after a person’s name to denote that 

they are nice or attractive. For instance,  

山田△ Yamada sankaku-kei (山田さんがカッケー Yamada 

san ga kakkē, Yamada is cool) 

ﾉｼ – katakana characters ノ no and シ shi, usually typed in half-width 

katakana, symbolise a hand waving goodbye (the voiced consonant 

dakuten symbol   ̏represents smeared motion of the hand). The original 

pictograph was (^^)ノシ. ﾉｼ does not represent phonetic value but it 

can be pronounced noshi as expected, or even typed out as のし noshi 

in hiragana as it requires less keystrokes.234 For example, 

僕はもう寝るわﾉﾂ boku wa mō neru wa [noshi] – I’m going 

to sleep now [bye];235 

じゃあ今から行くのし jā, ima kara iku noshi – Okay, I’m 

going now, bye. 

Furthermore, singular or compound kanji may be used for adding emotive 

charge to the utterance, in a similar way that one would use emoticons or emoji. 

They usually appear in parentheses at the end of a sentence or a clause. For 

example: 

笑 (wara[u], laughter), 爆笑 (bakushō, to burst out in laughter), 苦笑 

(kushō, pained smile, grimace) 

ちょっと面白いですよね（笑）chotto omoshiroi desu yo 

ne (wara-u) – This is pretty funny (laugh)236. 

汗 (ase, sweat – denoting nervousness or anxiety),  

泣 (na[ku], crying), 涙 (namida, tears) 

The use of the character 笑 wara[u] (to laugh) in online slang has undergone 

many transformations. The initial letter of the verb, w, is typed and duplicated to 

denote laughing – as in ‘wwww’ (fig. 13237). This string of multiple w letters 

resembles a grass lawn, so the kanji 草 kusa (grass) is also typed to denote 

 
234 内山, 弘. (2010). ネットの日本語 -2 ちゃんねるとニコニコ動画を中  心に (An 

Analysis of Japanese used in the Net World － 2channel and Niko Niko Doga). 地域政策科学研
究, [online] 7, pp.232-233. Available at: http://ir.kagoshima-u.ac.jp/bitstream/10232/9438/1/10 

Uchiyama.pdf [Accessed 19 Mar. 2019]. 
235 Ibidem. 
236 Shaman, J. (2019). 数学を構成するものは何ですか？[online] Quora. Available at: 

https://qr.ae/TWpQKP [Accessed 23 Apr. 2019]. 
237 坂東 さん. (2015). 【AP ヘタリア人力紅白 T】キャラ 16 名で『ヘタリアレボリュ

ーション』Available at: https://www.nicovideo.jp/watch/sm27697559 [Accessed 24 Apr. 2019]. 
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laughter. The act of typing the www’s is referred to as 草を生やす kusa wo 

hayasu (growing grass). One may also say ワロタ warota (‘I laughed’ in Kansai 

dialect), ワロス  warosu (‘that makes me laugh’), ワラ  wara or 藁  wara 

(‘straw’)238.  

Some kanji are used outside of their phonetic value to represent cultural 

symbolism. For example, the character 菊 kiku (chrysanthemum) can be posted 

on the Internet as a sign of acknowledgment or respect when a person passes 

away— analogously to how in Western culture candle symbol [*] will be used. 

Similarly, 鶴 tsuru (crane) can be written on a forum for a sick person. This is 

an imitation of the Japanese senbazuru (千羽鶴) tradition where a sick person’s 

relatives and friends’ make a thousand origami cranes as a wish for recovery239. 

 
238 Just Japanese Styles. (2016). What does warota / kusowarota mean? ﾜﾛﾀ？ｸｿﾜﾛﾀ？. 

[online] Available at: http://justjapanesestyles.blogspot.com/2016/10/what-does-warota-kuso-

warota-mean.html [Accessed 19 Mar. 2019]. 
239  Bujko, J. (2011). Japoński Slang Internetowy Wywodzący Się z 2-channeru na Tle 

Współczesnego Języka Japońskiego. Bachelor's Thesis. Uniwersytet Jagielloński. p.47 

 

Fig. 13. Screenshot of a comedy video on the video sharing site niconicodōga 

with overlaid user comments (wwwww) 

Adopted from: https://www.nicovideo.jp/watch/sm27697559 

https://www.nicovideo.jp/watch/sm27697559
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3.2. Anglicisms in Japanese Internetese 

Considering the status of English as the world’s lingua franca, it stands  

to reason that it dominated cyberspace as well. Like many languages, Japanese 

also harnesses a large portion of its Internet-related vocabulary from English, 

most prominently words concerning social media.  

Anglicisms in Japanese Internet slang serve functions analogous to these 

found in conventional language. However, although they can be classified into 

the same categories (lexical-gap fillers, special-effect givers, and euphemisms), 

the importance and proportion of respective functions differ.  

Similar to conventional borrowing processes, Internet borrowings are 

frequently meant to fill voids in vocabulary regarding concepts not found  

in native lexicon. As English is the original language of many social networking 

websites (such as Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube), local versions of these sites 

borrow terms associated with online activities. In Japanese, anglicisms are 

adapted phonetically and usually gain grammatical suffixes, for example: 

コメントする komento suru (to leave a comment under a post),  

フォローする forō suru (to follow on social media), etc. 

The primary function of anglicisms in Japanese Internet slang is special effect 

giving. In conventional language, loanwords are particularly prevalent in 

marketing. Their trendy or edgy feeling is used to induce the desire to buy  

a product. Meanwhile, in Internetese the special effect of anglicisms is frequently 

their playfulness and creativity which help achieve a sense of exclusivity through 

inside humour. 

Euphemistic anglicisms are arguably not quite as prominent in Internet slang 

as offline. Euphemistic expressions which do find their way to Internetese are 

usually ones that are already coined in the lexicon, and few new phrases are 

created. Due to the generally less conservative nature of online interaction, the 

need to euphemise is not as strong as traditionally. 

3.2.1. Linguistics of anglicism formation in Japanese Internetese 

Processes anglicisms undergo upon entering the Japanese Internet slang are 

not essentially different to conventional loanword and wasei-eigo formation. 

Therefore, these transformations can be classified using the same framework as 

conventional borrowings. It should be emphasised that most of examples listed 

below have undergone multiple modifications, so there are no strict lines 

dividing the following categories.  
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I. Semantic shift: 

Wasei-eigo is one of the most prominent instances of semantic shift, so an 

overwhelming portion of anglicisms in Internetese experiences such shift. 

Examples of wasei-eigo phrases include: 

ロムる romuru (‘to ROM’, from English Read Only Member with added 

verbal suffix る ru) ー to lurk, i.e. to read content of an online forum or a group 

chat without contributing to it. 

クラスタ kurasuta or クラスタ ー kurasutā (from English cluster) – fanbase 

of an idol, an anime, a video game, etc. 

フロリダ furorida (derived from お風呂に入るから離脱する ofuro ni 

hairu kara ridatsu suru, I’m going to the bath so I’m logging off)240. This 

phrase is an interesting example of wasei-eigo – even though the original 

sentence is entirely Japanese, the abbreviation is an English-derived word.  

It is unclear whether the phrase is a backronym, or whether it was in wide use 

before the emerging of the abbreviation. 

II. Phonological adaptation  

Phonological adaptation of anglicisms aims to reflect the original English 

pronunciation as accurately as possible, while still retaining the features of the 

Japanese phonological system. Even though Internetese is primarily based on 

written communication rather than speech, phonological changes in Internetese 

occur with similar frequency to conventional language contact. There are 

instances of abandoning phonological adaptation in writing (discussed under 

category V. Play on writing systems) but they constitute exceptions. 

Phonological alteration of loanwords is very prominent in synchronous 

(instant) messaging. In an environment where the primary aim is to convey the 

message as quickly as possible, one is more liberal with grammar and syntax, 

and more forgiving of mistakes and typos. To minimise effort, it is easier to adapt 

foreign words directly – bothering to translate phrases carries the risk of misunder-

standing which would eventually lead to even more effort. 

Loanwords are normally written in Japanese scripts (mainly katakana),  

so some phonemic structures are altered and foreign phonemes modified. 

Syllabic structure of the Japanese language necessitates the elimination of 

consonant clusters by inserting vowels between them. One way to circumvent 

this need would be to write out the loanword entirely in rōmaji, but switching 

between native script and rōmaji IME would hinder quick communication. 

Furthermore, typing a phrase in rōmaji would make the word stand out in text 

and attract attention. This could appear like an intentional linguistic behaviour, 

 
240 Numan (2018) フロリダ（ふろりだ）[online] Available at: https://numan.tokyo/words/ 

UKgSd [Accessed 14 Apr. 2019]. 
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which is not necessarily the case. Therefore, an optimum solution is to tailor 

anglicisms to fit the Japanese phonological system and syllabic structure. For 

example, 

アップグレードする appugurēdo suru (to upgrade); 

わず wazu241 – example of an anglicism being used instead of native one due 

to restrictions imposed by the electronic medium. It derives from the English 

word was (past tense of the auxiliary to be) and it originated on Twitter due 

to the website’s post length limit of 140 characters. As Japanese grammatical 

suffixes are often elaborate, a need arose for a shorter way to express past 

tense242. わず is used instead of suffixes like 〜だった datta (past tense 

copula), 〜してきた shitekita (perfective aspect of a verb), or even entire 

verbs, such as 会った atta (met), 食べた tabeta (ate), etc. The phrase わず 

appears in tweets (especially in photo captions) to indicate without taking up 

too many characters that the action or event in question happened in the past. 

わず is a unique example as it is only phonologically adapted and does nor 

acquire Japanese grammatical features and conjugation. Instead, it retains the 

original form and behaves like a conjugated past tense verb. For example,  

ディナーわず！243 Dinā wazu! (dinner [of the past]), under a picture 

of a meal,Instead of what in standard Japanese would be ディナーを

食べてきた！ Dinā wo tabetekita! (I ate dinner) or 最近のディナ ー 

Saikin no dinā (Last time’s dinner); 

ディズニーわず。良い思い出作りになりました。 Dizunī wazu. 

Ii omoide tsukuri ni narimashita. ([I went to] Disneyland. I made good 

memories), under a photo of Tokyo Disneyland entrance244, instead of 

ディズニーに行った。 Dizunī ni itta. (I went to Disneyland). 

Another use of 〜わず wazu is adding it to a person’s name to imply a date 

or an outing. It is used instead of longer native phrases, such as 〜と行った 

to itta (went with ~), or 〜と会ってきた to attekita (met up with ~). For 

example,  

これから美容室に行きます( ◠‿◠  ) #野口さんわず  korekara 

biyōshitsu ni ikimasu #noguchisanwazu (I’m going to the beauty 

saloon now. [I was] #withNoguchi) – implying that the author had a 

meeting/a date with Noguchi. 

 
241 Hsu, I. (2017). What are some Japanese internet slang words? [online] Quora. Available 

at: https://qr.ae/TWpQv5 [Accessed 19 Mar. 2019]. 
242 Hatena Keyword. (2013). わず. [online] Available at: http://d.hatena.ne.jp/keyword/%A4 

%EF%A4%BA [Accessed 14 Apr. 2019]. 
243 masa【将】[ 🍜ニボ中 🐟]業務過多 (2019). 25 March. Available at: https://twitter.com/ 

motomasa1217/status/1110176351829413888 [Accessed: 25 Mar. 2019]. 
244  じゅんや  (2019). 25 March. Available at: https://twitter.com/hWeSbHHF8EhW5rp/ 

status/1110207428841213952 [Accessed: 25 Mar. 2019]. 
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Other anglicisms that are used to indicate tense are なう nau (now) and うぃ

る uiru (will): 

筆記試験わず・ドトールなう・面接うぃる245 Hikki shiken 

wazu, Dotōru nau, mensetsu uiru (I wrote the exam, I’m having Doutor 

[coffee brand] now, I’m attending an interview later), instead of what 

in standard Japanese would be 筆記試験を受けて、今ドトールを

飲んでいる。後で面接がある hikki shiken wo ukete, ima Dotōru 

wo nonderu, ato de mensetsu ga aru (same meaning, but 28 characters 

are used instead of 19). 

引っ越し準備なぅ～ 冷蔵庫運んだわずぅ～ Hikkoshi junbi 

nau~ Reizōko hakonda wazuu~ (Preparing to move now. I’ve already 

transported the refrigerator) 

According to Google Trends, わず  and なう  are written in hiragana 

significantly more frequently than in katakana246. This is the case because 

hiragana is the default script when inputting text. 

III. Morphological change 

Truncation is the most common morphological change for longer anglicisms. 

Similarly to regular loanwords, they are most commonly back-clipped. For 

example: 

レス resu (from レスポンス resuponsu) – response;  

ツイ tsui (from ツイット tsuitto) –  tweet; 

コメ kome (from コメント komento) – comment. 

If a phrase consists of two words or more, component words are back-clipped 

and merged: 

コピペ kopipe (from コピ・アンド・ペースト kōpi ando pēsuto) – to copy 

and paste247; or from コピぺスタ kopipesuta – copypasta248, i.e. the act of 

copying and pasting posts from old discussions to pass as new/original 

content. 

メンヘラ  menhera (from メンタルヘルス  mentaru herusu) – person 

suffering from mental health issues249. Note that there a pronunciation shift 

has occurred, from ヘル heru to ヘラ hera. 

 
245  ぽ わ る ん  (2019). 12 April. Available at: https://twitter.com/powarun_ch/status/ 

1116549109043748864 [Accessed: 13 Apr. 2019] 
246 Google Trends. (2019). わず, ワズ, なう, ナウ. [online] Available at: https://trends. 

google.com/trends/explore?date=all&q=わず,ワズ,なう,ナウ [Accessed 20 Apr. 2019]. 
247 IT 用語辞典バイナリ (2005). コピー&ペースト [online] Available at: https://www. 

sophia-it.com/content/コピペ [Accessed 20 Apr. 2019]. 
248 ニコニコ大百料 (2018). コピペ [online] Available at: https://dic.nicovideo.jp/a/コピペ 

[Accessed 20 Apr. 2019]. 
249 あーやん (2018). ‘私ってメンヘラらしい…メンヘラの特徴 16 個でチェックして！’ 

[blog] DariaMe. Available at: https://dariame.jp/2018/06/23/post-42/ [Accessed 20 Apr. 2019]. 
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Hybrid compounds (phrases mixing English with Japanese) are back-clipped 

and merged. They appear fairly frequently and to a similar degree as in 

conventional language.  

リア充 ria jū (リアル充実 riaru jūjitsu, real [ilfe] + fulfilled, satisfied) –  

a person who is accomplished; someone who leads a successful offline life, 

has a job and a family. A person who is unhappy with their life is called  

非リア充な人 hi-ria jū na hito (person who is not fulfilled), and someone 

who pretends to be fulfilled is called リア充アピールする人 ria jū apīru 

suru hito (person who appears satisfied)250 

オワコン owakon (終わったコンテント owatta kontentsu – used dero-

gatorily; content that is no longer trendy: an outdated joke or meme, an idol 

whose popularity has passed, etc. 

ツイ友 / リア友 tsui tomo / ria tomo (ツイッター友達 / リアル友達 tsuittā 

tomodachi / riaru tomodachi) – online (Twitter) friend / real-life friend 

既読スルー kidoku surū – to read through, i.e. to read a message without 

responding251. It derived from the phrase スルーする surū suru (to through) 

which means to pass an object or a building without entering, or to pass 

someone without stopping to greet them252. Essentially, the meaning is close 

to to ignore. 

IV. Syntactical change 

Regardless of whether anglicisms retain their original meaning or experience 

semantic shift, they are ultimately subject to Japanese grammatical structures. 

They adopt inflectional affixes or acquire the features of certain parts of speech 

Anglicisms in Japanese Internetese tend to acquire grammatical inflection  

to a similar extent as in conventional language. However, these syntactical 

changes often serve a different purpose. Namely, while traditionally loanwords 

are borrowed for their semantic or ornamental value, they become an important 

time- and space-saving tool on the Internet. The aforementioned phrases わず 

wazu and う ぃ る  uiru used to bypass character restrictions, serve as 

phonologically adapted time adverbials, but do not undergo conjugation. 

However, most anglicisms do acquire inflectional suffixes, such as adjectival  

い/な i/na and verbal る/する ru/suru. For example, 

 
250 Megumi, Y. (2016). Learn These 20 Modern Japanese Slang Terms and Impress Your 

Friends. [online] Japan Info. Available at: https://jpninfo.com/65002 [Accessed 20 Apr. 2019]. 
251 Backhaus, P. (2019) Heisei it ain’t so! An era of great vocabulary is ending [online] The 

Japan Times. Available at: https://www.japantimes.co.jp/life/2019/04/01/language/heisei-aint-
era-great-vocabulary-ending/ [Accessed 10 Apr. 2019]. 

252 snailboat (2014). 華麗にスルーする Ignore someone . . . how exactly? [online] Japanese 

Language Stack Exchange. Available at: https://japanese.stackexchange.com/questions/18739/華
麗にスルーする-ignore-someone-how-exactly [Accessed 26 Apr. 2019]. 
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なうい naui is an adjective which serves the role of predicate in predicateless 

sentences. It also replaces the adverbial of time 今 ima (now) similarly to how 

わず wazu and うぃる uiru act as carriers of tense instead of 昨日 kinō 

(yesterday), 後 ato (later), etc. 

Sometimes written in katakana as ナウい naui, this word consists of the 

English word now and the adjectival い (-i). It denotes something trendy, in 

style. It originated from a slogan of a 1970s live TV programme ぎんざ

NOW! (GinzaNOW!). In the original catchphrase, a variety was used with the 

adjectival -な na:  

ナウなヤングのフィーリング nau-na yangu no fīringu253 (fashionable 

young vibe),  

but this suffix was since displaced by -い. 

なうい is used on Twitter as a photo caption to disclose that the poster is 

tweeting live. For example, a picture of a meal with such caption 

communicates that the picture was taken moments ago, so the poster is 

probably currently eating. 

The phrase is mostly written in hiragana as it requires less keystrokes not to 

convert it to katakana.  

English-derived nouns are transformed into verbs by adding the verbal ending 

ーる or ーする. For instance, 

フォローする forō suru – to follow, i.e. to subscribe to someone’s posts on 

social media),  

フォロバする foroba suru – to follow back. The phrase derives from フォ

ローバック forō bakku; note that when forō and bakku components are back-

clipped and merged, the long vowel ō is shortened. 

バズる bazuru – to create a buzz, i.e. to build up excitement for a marketing 

event. The original English phrase is to create buzz, and the word buzz does 

not exist as a verbin this sense. The noun バズ bazu with the verbal ending -

る -ru is therefore wasei-eigo. 

In some cases, anglicisms are supplied with the verbal ending る ru even though 

source words are already verbs. For example: 

ディスる disuru (from ディスリスペクト disurisupekuto, disrespect) – to 

diss, i.e. to offend someone. In the English language, diss is a verb, but it still 

receives the verbal ending when adapted to Japanese. 

ググる  guguru – to google (or more broadly, to use a search engine).  

It appears commonly in the expression ggrks – ググれカス gugure kasu 

(google it, scum). It is found on online forums as response to questions whose 

 
253 weblio 辞書 (2018). ナウい [online] Available at: https://www.weblio.jp/content/ナウい 

[Accessed 26 Mar. 2019]. 
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answers are easily found with a simple Internet search254. Google it yourself, 

idiot is a common equivalent in English Internetese. ググル guguru is also 

the Japanese reading of the Google brand name, where ル ru is part of the 

noun, rather than verbal suffix. In both writing and speech, it is clear from 

context and inflection whether the author means the search engine or the act 

of inputting a query. Ideally, the noun should be written in katakana and verb 

should have hiragana ending (verbal suffix). However, differentiating by 

script choice is fallible, as the author may choose not to convert the script. 

There is little consistency regarding which terms are borrowed and 

naturalised, and which are translated to their native equivalents. For example, 

the like button on Facebook was translated to Japanese as いいね！ii ne! 

(Great! Nice!), whereas in many countries anglicisms are used. e.g. Polish 

lajkować (phonetic lajk [like] + verbal suffix -ować) or French liker (phonetic 

like + infinitive verbal suffix -er). 

V. Play on writing systems 

Due to the rather relaxed nature of linguistic rules in CMC, playing with 

writing systems and mixing scripts is more common than in conventional 

communication. There are various reasons for that, such as humour, 

convenience, or even carelessness. 

Accidental input of kana instead of rōmaji or mixing the two scripts happens 

when kana input mode is activated instead of rōmaji. In the following examples, 

inputting website name into the address bar when kana input is toggled produces 

corresponding Japanese characters instead of Latin alphabet: 

ようつべ yo-u-tsu-be – Youtube; typing tu produces the つ tsu character; 

やほお ya-ho-o – Yahoo; 

ごお g ぇ go-o-g-e – Google; typing le produces a small ぇ e character. 

The mixing of kana and rōmaji can be intentional when it arises from the need 

to economise on keystrokes. In such cases, the rules of phonological adaptation 

are disregarded. This is because applying native phonology to anglicisms 

requires many operations, such as splitting consonant clusters and adjoining 

vowels to create separate syllables. Not only does this require effort on the 

writer's part, but it might be unnecessary. If an anglicism is not yet established 

in the lexicon, it is more economical in the long run to invent an abbreviated 

term. For example, 

う p する up-suru (full phrase: アップロードする appurōdo suru) – to 

upload content to the Internet; う p主 up-nushi – person who uploads content. 

According to the usual rules of loanword formation and phonological 

adaptation, this phrase should be spelled ウップする uppu-suru or アップ

 
254 Hsu, I. (2017). What are some Japanese internet slang words? [online] Quora. Available 

at: https://qr.ae/TWpQv5 [Accessed 19 Mar. 2019]. 
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する appu-suru. Abbreviating it reduces the number of keystrokes to six, 

whereas the longer version would require eight or more; 

FF 外 (FF そと, FF soto) – someone outside of Twitter mutual following 

group. The acronym became popular around 2017 in the phrase FF 外から失

礼します FF soto kara shitsurei shimasu (I’m sorry that I’m commenting on 

your post despite us not following each other); 

P (pronounced pī) stands for Producer and originated in the show-business 

industry as a name suffix of chief executives. Added to a user’s screen name 

on video-sharing websites (such as nico-nico dōga), it marks self-proclaimed 

amateur video makers. For instance, 無力 P muryoku-P255. 

3.3. Differences between anglicisms offline and online 

Processes that govern the adaptation, transformation and eventually natu-

ralisation of anglicisms are mostly consistent and follow the same routes  

of development regardless of the medium in which they diffuse. The functions 

that these borrowings serve, however, differ significantly. Similarly to conven-

tional language, Internetese also uses loanwords to fill lexical voids for foreign 

concepts related to technology and social media. But while functions of Interne-

tese loanwords fit within the same categories as conventional borrowings, their 

connotations or nuances are not necessarily identical. For example, the special 

effect factor in Internetese relates to originality and humour, rather than 

advertising and marketing. 

Conventionally, the inflow of anglicisms is somewhat imposed on the 

language top-down by the media and elites, which is often met with criticism of 

the public. It is the communities which have the society’s respect or hold some 

authority who popularise foreignisms. In internetese, on the other hand, this 

process occurs more organically. Anglicisms are still diffused by elites, but the 

connotation of the term elite has changed. Traditionally, elite is a group of people 

who are disproportionately wealthy or in a position of political or medial power. 

In case of Internetese, the determining factor in whether one is identified with 

belonging to the elite is their Internet literacy. The grasp of Internet reality gives 

medial power and allows to influence and govern language changes.  

Another important function of anglicisms that is prominent in Internetese but 

not offline is economisation. In context of communication, Zipf’s Principle  

of Minimal Effort talks about maximising content within minimal form.  

In Internetese the tendency to economise stems not only from the need to save 

 
255 urusai_na (2019) What does the letter 'P' at the end of an author's pseudonym mean? 

[online] Japanese Language Stack Exchange. Available at: https://japanese.stackexchange.com/ 

questions/65401/what-does-the-letter-p-at-the-end-of-an-authors-pseudonym-mean [Accessed 28 
Apr. 2019]. 
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time and energy, but also from restrictions imposed by some communication 

media. High costs of sending long messages, limits on the number of characters 

and rapid nature of instant messaging inspire users to draw on foreign vocabulary 

for its conciseness. For instance, the past-tense carrying term わず wazu is used 

in place of native inflection patterns. Conservation of effort also causes the 

abandoning of syllabic structure, forcing the mixing of native scripts (in case of 

open syllables, nasals or gemination) and Latin script (in case of consonant 

clusters). 

Despite the contrasts between Internetese anglicisms and conventional 

borrowing, there are many similarities between the two, and their naturalisation 

plays an equally important role. In spite of a drastic increase in the number of 

foreignisms, adaptation processes contribute to the securing of the perceived 

uniqueness of the Japanese language. 
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CONCLUSION 

This dissertation investigates the occurrences of anglicisms in the Japanese 

language, as well as the characteristics of Japanese Internet slang with regard  

to English loanwords. By deepening the understanding of the perceived 

worldwide monopolisation of English, it is possible to predict the emergence  

of a global language.  

Despite the often hostile reactions of certain environments to the increased 

usage of English loans in media and in everyday life, the amount of anglicisms 

in the Japanese language has been increasing continuously since the Meiji 

Restoration in late 19th century. Their naturalisation processes include not only 

grammatical metamorphoses resulting from fundamentally different natures of 

both linguistic systems, but also adjustments of anglicismsto Japanese social and 

cultural contexts. Loanwords are frequently transformed to form complex 

Japanese-English hybrid compounds known as wasei-eigo – phrases that are 

derived from English, but no longer bear their original meanings. 

Anglicisms serve many sociolinguistic functions. Foreign vocabulary  

is predominantly harvested for its semantic value in attempt to fill lexical gaps, 

as before contact with the Western civilisation, the Japanese language lacked 

certain concepts regarding technology, economy and sociology. Furthermore, 

anglicisms are used in media and marketing for ornamental effect, as well  

as their psychological impact on consumers – rendering products and services 

modern and desirable. Lastly, anglicisms act as euphemisms for native Japanese 

words to indirectly express and neutralise embarrassing or uncomfortable 

concepts connected to relationships, sex, or money.  

As language constitutes an important part of the integrity of the Japanese 

nation, many linguists and members of society deem the omnipresence of the 

English language a threat. They feel anxious that the increase in the number  

of loanwords is going to make the language incomprehensible and create  

a generation gap between the youth and the elderly. On the other hand, a large 

group of Japanese cherish contemporary linguistic transformations, seeing them 

as an inevitable result of modernisation. In the digital era, westernisation of the 

language allows the Japanese society adapt to the globalised world, without 

ultimately abandoning tradition. 

In comparison to many Western nations, the emergence of Internet in Japan 

was stunted due to various social, political and infrastructural factors. However, 

as soon as Internet access was introduced on a bigger scale in the last decade of 

the 20th century, Japan quickly developed its own online fora and bulletin boards 

on which communities gathered around the notions of mutual identity, opinions 

and hobbies. These communities, the most prominent of whichis 2channeru, 
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began creating unique slangs and cants, either for pragmatic reasons (such  

as ease of quick communication), or to emphasise the symbolic boundaries  

of newly emerged Internet-based social groups. 

In this dissertation, it has been shown that Japanese Internet lects share traits 

similar to English-based Internet slang. As this form of communication is based 

on text rather than speech, netizens both in Japan and the rest of the world 

compensate for the restricted emotiveness by using deliberate capitalisation, 

emoticons, liberal use of punctuation and modified spelling. They also 

economise on the number of characters and time of writing by using abbre-

viations, shortenings and acronyms. Another important feature of Internetese 

worldwide is the use of inside jokes, shibboleths, and other inclusionary means 

which highlight distinct collective identity. In case of Japanese, it is especially 

prominent in the ‘play on writing systems’, which is significantly more 

pronounced in Japanese Internetese than in English. Japanese users harvest not 

only the semantic, but also the phonetical and aesthetic layer of words within the 

Sino-Japanese lexical stratum to achieve particular sociolinguistic means – for 

example, by using kanji with the same reading, but different denotation for 

humour or political commentary. 

With the spread of Internet access and development of CMC, the influx of 

loanwords into the Japanese language accelerated. The need to speed up 

communication expanded the lexicon of netizens to include not only English-

derived words, but also entire grammatical features – such as わず wazu (en. 

was) which replaces lengthy native past-tense inflections. It has been 

demonstrated that such borrowing processes are in line with Zipf’s Principle of 

Minimal Effort, which in case of slang formation translates into the compression 

of phrases, as well as the adoption of shortenings and acronyms. 

It has been concluded that English loanwords are subject to similar linguistic 

transformation processes both online and offline – these include semantic shifts, 

phonological adaptations, morphological changes and syntactical changes. 

However, due to physical, economical and time constraints of CMC, Internetese 

often forces the abandoning of syllabic structure which prolongs phrases, 

resulting in the mixing of kana and rōmaji scripts. Therefore, the play on writing 

systems is equally as present in native slang and as a branch of anglicism-based 

slang, which is also in accordance with the scope of Zipf’s Principle of minimal 

effort. 

The influx of anglicisms into the Japanese language has been pronounced for 

more than a century, but the mediums of diffusion, the processes of formation, 

as well as social response toward it keep changing. Nowadays, English 

loanwords play a paramount role in the securing of Japan’s place within the 
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globalised world and establishing the attitudes of the Japanese towards the 

question of identity in the digital era. 

The Worldwide Web has become a place of the clash of civilisations, which 

facilitated the melange of languages on a big scale. What is particularly unique 

in case of Internet slang is that this linguistic exchange is transmitted via written 

language, rather than speech. It is worth investigating how due to various factors, 

not only words are borrowed from other languages, but also grammatical 

features. This thesis may serve as a basis for further research on language contact 

in the Internet era. 
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